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Figure No. is an idealized section illustrating 
subsidence due to mining a bed or seam of mineral. The 
effect on the strata overlying the seam is not shown. The 
inclination of the bed is called the dip and is indicated 
by d. 
The thickness of t-1e bed, t, is the distance 
from its roof and its floor, measured at right angles to 
the plane of stratification. 
The portion XYYiX1 has been removed, and the 
settlement of the superincembent beds has caused the 
.urface to subside over the distance AB. 
ACBD is the original surf ace, and AFrB the 
surface after subsidence. 
The subsiding strata are superjacent with 
reference to the seam, and subjacent-with reference to the 
surface. 
The edges of the unworked parts, na?dely X Xl and 
Y Y are called faces, and sometimes ribsices. A face 
1 
advancing from Y1 - X1 is a rise face; a face advancing 
from X - Y1 is a dip face. 
1 
D1 is the depth of a rise face, and D2 that of 
a dip face. 
If F is a point on the surface where settlement 
is complete - the ground there having again reached 
stability - the extent of vertical displacement, S, is 
spoken of as the amplitude of subsidence. 
A line, such as AX, joining the face XXI. and 
the surface point at trie edge of the subsided area is 
termed a limiting line. 
XC being a vertical, the horizontal distance 
at the surface between AC is the DRAW. 
If A should lie between C and D, the draw is 
regarded as negative. 
The/ 
The angle AXC (b, ) is the angle of draw to the rise. 
The angle BYD (Se. ) is the angle of draw to the dip, 
whence d = D tan b 
Z l 
and d = D tans 
2 2 
The area UI mineral removed, of which XlY1 is 
diameter, is the mined area, and is sometimes referred to 
as the excavated area, 
The surface area affected by subsidence is the 
area of settlement. 
When the surface over the mined area moves in 
a horizontal direction, and parallel to the line of face, 
the movement is s pOken of as lateral. movement. 
When the surface over the mined area moves in 
a horizontal direction and parallel to the direction of 
advance of the face, the movement is spoken of as 
lonitudinwl movement. 
9 J. 
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INTRO17UGT I ON. 
1;. 
I II T R O I3 U C T I O N. 
Subsidence and its effects are matters of concern 
to Local Authorities, Public Utility Companies, Property 
Owners, Civil Engineers, builder: and Architects. 
To the mining industry it is a matter of extreme 
importance. financial compensation for damage caused by 
mining subsidence is a heavy burden on the mining industry, 
while the Authorities mentioned in the first paragraph 
annually spent: large sums of money repairing the damage 
caused by the process. 
Ignorance of the effects of mining subsidence has 
prevented the systematic exploitation of inany areas of coal; 
and it is gratifying to learn that property owners and 
mining engineers are now allowing the complete extraction 
of coal seams(by the longwall method) under property where 
formerly they stipulated in their leases that protective 
pillars had to be left. 
From the economic side, further research with a 
view to reducing the compensation for damage caused by 
subsidence is justified, while from the academic point of 
view mining scientists and engineers will find many intricate 
problems which must be solved before the subject can be gut 
on a. rational basis. Indeed, the remarks made by Professor 
J.J . R7utledge1are worthy of serious consideration by mining 
scientists, engineers and research authorities:- 
"When demonstration mines are provided 
"and research work is carried on, the 'angle of break' 
"will be as important to the mining engineer, as the 
"'angle of repose' is to the civil engineer, and the 
"laws governing subsidence will be known to some extent, 
"and coal mining will take rank as a profession ". 
This branch is one of the most controversial in 
mining science, and it is somewhat remarkable that a subject 
of/ 
1. Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. & Met. Engrs., 1919 -1920, 
Vol. LXIII, page 763. 
14. 
of such great imnor tance to the mining industry as mining 
subsidence should have received such scant recognition in 
our literature, The fact that no generally accepted 
theory of subsidence exists has had a most unfortunate result 
for the mining industry. Particularly is this so when an 
action for surface damage is brought against a colliery 
company when, a1L.ost invariably, the con,pa.ny is put in the 
difficult position of demonstrating that it did not do the 
damage. In legal theory the onus of proving that the 
damage complained of has been caused by the corn: pany in 
question should rest on the plaintiff. The expense and 
irritation caused by multitudinous legal actione and disputes, 
and the ever increasing number of claims lodged for compen: 
:cation for damage done, has caused many colliery concerns 
to acquire the surface and underground rizhts of the 
estates in which they propose to exploit tie coal. 
Draw is the most controversial branch of mining 
subsidence. A Gist of British observations on draw is 
included in this work, and a perusal thereof rill illus: 
:trate the extreme variability wf ich chase cterises this 
and many of the other phases of the phenomena. If we 
had a rational explanation of the causes of draw re would 
have well in hand what is admittedly a very difficult 
problem. As an aid to the solution of this problem many 
1 
more investigations are called for. Professor Briggs has 
recently suggested a new direction of attack, one from 
which we are sure valuable information will be obtained : - 
"At a last analysis, Mining Subsidence 
"is a branch of the Science of Strength of Materials, 
"and such systematisation as is possible with so 
"diverse and capricious a subject is more likely to 
"proceed from a patient inquiry into the reactions 
"of the rocks involved (whether shearing, bending or 
"flowing) than from any other direction of attack ". 
Of the recent British contributions to the 
theories/ 
1. Colliery Iìnineerin2, Vol. VII, 1930, page 23. 
1 5. 
theories of subsidence, t he most important are those of 
1 2 3 
Professors Louis and Briggs , and T.A. O'Donahue, and we 
think it must be conceded teat: 
"An imperfect theory, possibly even an 
"erroneous one is better than none at all as a basis 
"for the systematic study of the subject', 
quoting the etetement made by 2rofessor H. Louis. 
In a discussion of Professor Louis' paper, V9. 
Wallace Thorneycrof't suggested the following heads for 
inTu irr : 
1(1) To trace the characteristic curves 
of waves of subsidence travelling with advancing 
longwall faces, having regard to: 
(a) Depth, character and inclination 
of strata; 
(b) The method of working outside the 
pillar; 
(c) The direction of such workings; 
(d) The thickness of the seam and 
method of packing. 
(2) To study and compare the subsidence 
caused within the area of a stoop or pillar of coal, 
having regard to: 
(a) Depth, character and inclination 
of strata; 
(I) The method cf working outside the - 
pillar; 
$c) The direction of such workings; 
(d) The thickness of the seam and the 
method of packing. 
(3) To study and c:s:pare tne effects of 
subsidence due to the extraction of coal by stoop and 
room working, having regard to: 
(a)/ 
1. H. Lille, "A Contribution to the Theory of subsidences 
Trans. Inst. Min. Engs., Vol, LXIV, 1922- 1923, page 
20122. 
2. H. Briggs, "An Attempt at the Rationale of Faulting and 
Subsidence ", Trans. Inst. Min. Ags.,Vol. LXXIII, 1926 -2j 
An Outline of Research ", Colliery Engineering, Vos. V, 
VI and VII, 1930. 
3. T.A. O'Donahue, "Subsidence Caused by Coal Yining ", Trans. 
Inot . Yin. Engs. , Vol. LX.XVIII, 1929 -30. 
(a) Depth, character, and inclination 
of s tr La; 
t ) The thi ck zes e of the seam and 
method of packing, if any. 
(4) To study the efi ects of subsidence 
caused by the eiorking :;í a second or third cr more 
sca..s following upon trie extraction of trie first. 
(5) To study the effects of faults large 
and small on subsidence". 
To the aeove list we moi .4.ht add: 
(6) To observe and measure the magnitude 
and direction cf lateral and longitudinal movement 
of the urf ace. 
(7) To measure the m . ni i ude of the 
horizontal, tensile and co.npres ive stresses caused 
by subsidence. 
(6) To conduct experiments in advance of 
the coal face underground (t ne distance in advance 
explored to ee not leas than 1 00 ) 
(9)* To conduct experiments on coal measure 
etrEte ta study the manner of fracture and general 
behaviour cf those rocks under 
(a) Tranverse loaning; 
(1)) In shear; 
(c) In tension 
(d) In compression; 
(e) To determine their elastic limits. 
An inquiry of this nature is at present being carried out 
by D.W. Philips', who has contributed two p' pees on 
the subject to our literature: 
1. D.' O. P:] .ips, The Nature and Physical Properties of Some 
Coal Mea ure Strata", Trans. Inst. Min. EnEs., 
Vol. LXXX, 1929-1930; and "Further Investigation 
of the ihy :ica.l Properties of Coal Measure Strata 
and Experimental ta Work on the Development of Fractures ", 
Manchester Geological and Mining Socïet , December 8, 
19;1. 
17. 
With regard to any subsidence investigation re 
cannot emphaeiee too strongly that, no matter how carefully 
te surface ob ervetions and measurements have been made, 
they will never attain full utility unless they are 
combined and synchronised with an equally exact deFacription 
of underground operations, ire., the method of working, 
packing, support, rate of advance of the face, general 
Fiubeidence of the goof, etc. In our, investigation :r :e 
attempted to synchronise our surface and underground 
observations. 
THE 7 ^G'Cm n ,'it U_:.LG. GF k I..t.:: i.r> :r U_3... 
The object of this investigation was to observe 
and measure at the surface (Part I of this work): 
(1)(a) The Extent of Draw. 
( b) The Extent ci itraw with reference to 
The direction of advance of the line 
of fade; 
(c) The Extent of :brew with reference to 
The cleavage of the coal; 
(d) The Extent of Draw with reference to 
The ibicknese of deposit extracted. 
(2) The Amplitude of L u ":sidence. 
(,j) The Horizontal, Tensile and Cotopreesive 
2tresees (caused by the general process 
of subsidence) in and beyond the excavated 
area. 
(4) Lateral Moveeent. 
To observe an.i,_oeeeure underground (Part II of 
this work): 
( 1) In Advance of the Coal Face 
(a) Under Draw; 
(b) Coal Compression; 
(c) Lateral Extension of the Coal tre tum 
towards tae Waste' or Goaf; 
(d) The horizoetal, tensile and compressive 
stresses induced in the bed overlying 
the coal stratum by the subsidence 
of the superincumbent strata. 
(2) Pack Compression along a line underground, 
tige exact sur ace subsidence of which was 
ascertained. 
With/ 
ditix reg4rd. to ;rectior, No. 4, Pert I, this is a 
anew line of investigation, a n c; -ne which i. e of great 
iLccpor tance in view of the dcetruc iive e:t f ects of this form 
of wove:rieï3t, and rtrc;r there is ne doubt v:tza.tevei: as to 
the truth of the sta teLent ma.de by .E'ro;: essor Briggs: 
°+Apa.rt free. materiel consicieratkons, 
"a better knowledge of the incidence of such (lateral) 
"movements is likely to assist in the elucidation 
"of the rnechezìice of eub: idFrce }ercieps to a ere fc:r 
degree than anything else". 
With regard to Section 1, Pert II, we claim that 
the are the first to make seen observations in conjunction 
with a subsidence investigation. 
The writer's investigations were carded out at 
Barbauchlew Mine, Arrnadale, Limit igowshire, which was 
under his supervision, and the surveys, levellings, measures 
:vìents and observations hereafter described were made for 
"Le purposes of this inquiry only. 
Part I contains the recorde of the surface 
observations, end. the results and conclusions arising 
therefro,;l, together with a deecrieti on of tee sì .rveyieg 
and levelling ir:ethode e  toyed in tue investigation. 
Part II contains the records of the underground 
obeervatione, and the recuite and conclusions arising 
therefrom, to :ether with a description of the general layout 
of trie workings of the mine and the rneti od of work practised. 
Ir. Part III we bave attempted a sueeeery review 
of :_ ecent researches relating to our subject, and under 
appendices we have described the method of wining coal 
under a farm stesding at Niddrie, Midlothian. Appendix 
No.2 is devoted to ti :e visible dariae e to e bouee, cee.etery 
and w&1 : s, ce reed. by the workings of r:ricigena Colliery, 
Linlithgoweleire 
At the outset I wish to record my indebtedness 
to Professor Briggs under whose direction and supervision 
the/ 
19. 
the work herein described was carried out. He afforded me 
every facility in the performance of the work, and was 
ever ready to discuss my difficulties. His personal 





METHODS CY SURVEYING AED 
LEVELLING AID GENERAL 
LAYOUT OF EURFACE 
ETLTIONE. 
21. 
Vie include in this section a brief d,escriLtior_ 
of the methods of surveying and levelling practi ed ie this 
investigation to correlate accurately the surface and 
undergo )und survey and levellinge. The measurement of 
draw and lateral movement demand e e a preliminary the precise 
determination of trie relative pocitiox_ of a large number of 
stations at the eurfd.ce dietriLuted over the area about to 
be affected by subsidence, while synchronisation of the 
surface and underground observations and measurement 
neceecitatee the precise determination of the position of the 
coal face with relation to the point of oboervation and 
measurement at the suriace. if saticfactorÿ reeults are 
to be obtained only the most accurate methods of surveying 
and levelling should be employed. The method of surveying 
practised at the surface was tnet of Triangulation, ehila 
underground the ,wain roads were surveyed by means of a 
transit theodolite. 
The surfece triangulation syete.L can be seen on 
the large plan, and, althou0i the triangles are nct 'ideal', 
they embrace as triangulation stations. the Lain stations, 
from 'which levellings and liningo were rade to measure 
amplitude, lateral movement, etc. In the actual triangula: 
: tion of the surface, the angles were measured by means of 
a 6" Transit Theodolite manu_actised by Messrs W.F. Stanley 
& Co, Ltd.; London, the horizontal plate of eeeich was 
graduated to 20 ", and tiffe instrument was fitted with a fine 
adjustment centering apparatus. The angles in the 
triangulation were measureu six times, three lace eig ht and 
three face left observations per angle. The errors were 
distributed in the usual r. ay, and the whole survey bhecked 
by the mee sureeient of a check base line. Your sun °beer: 
:vati.ons were made to e eterinine tiffe True earth bearing of 
one of tiffe lines in the triangulation system. Using this 
line/ 
22. 
line as a reference or base lines the surfuee survey was 
continued to the coal ïuce underground by means oi a 
t ieodoi.ite traverse. This survey wee over specially 
prepared stations, ana tile angles between tee stations ;=ere 
measured. The surveys were checked to ensure accuracy. 
We iieîeby wis : to record our Inde t,tednees to 
Messrs McAdam and Andrews who gave us material assistance 
in making the surf ace and underground eurtrey s. 
LEVELLING,- 
L evell inz i8 one of the most important operations 
in an investigation into mining subsidence, and it we 
neceeeayy in this inquiry to determine: 
(i) The exact difference in level of stations 
at tine surf ace and statiorunderground; 
(ii) The amplituue of subsiL encei 
(iii)The extent of Lrew. 
To determine (i) it le best to refer the surface 
and underground levels to a common d atum, preferably the 
ordnance datum, The levels of the surface and underground 
stations in this inquiry are relerred to that datum, and 
levell ines were run from three separate ordnance bench 
marks to ensure accuracy. The operation of levelling 
was carefully performed, and the levellings were always 
checked back to scatioas situated outside the area likely 
to be affected by subsidence. They were always run in 
closed circuito. 
The levelling inetrument used in this investigation 
was a precise level. au nu:lactured by i essre V:,F. Stanley & Co. 
Ltd., London. 
Ce Ti eCTION. O ,. U 4V;;,Yfl J D . e:V LLI G STATiel`'... 
:Siîall vertical and horizontal movements muet be 
detected in an ingeiry such as this, and; if the stations 




causes than subsidence may be recorded. The stations used 
for tiLe purposes of tnis inquiry were constructed as 
follows:- A hole 16" x 10" x 16" was made in the round; 
into the centre of this hole wai driven a 216" length of 
k" gas tubing, the upper end of which projected 1-" beyond 
the level of the surface of the ground. The hole was then 
filled up to the level of the surface with concrete. This 
formed an ad4irable surveying and levelling station, while 
observations and measure:lients of the horizontal, tensile 
and compressive stresses caused by subsidence could be 
made fairly accurately by measuring to the centres of the 
projecting tubes. 
24. 
PART I ._..._.._._.. 
3ECT I OIJ 1. 
C.6SiiCTI ON ( a) 
O:13 SERVAT I OE SAi113 +:,1 SU RIíFFN T S 




Dram is one of the most controversial branches 
of Mining Subsidence. The measurement of the extent of 
draw LI relatively simple, and an explanation of the causes 
probably one of the most difficult proble E facing the 
investigator. As already stated in the general intros 
sduction, the direction of attack, frein which sound practical 
results are ¿:.ost likely to proceed, is that outlined by 
Professor Briggs1, while Professor Louie?2contribution is 
worthy of further study. 'we have included in this 
section cf cur work a section of tae strata overlying the 
Colinburn coal seas:, and :ie regret (realising the importance 
of such inf or. °ation) that we are unable to furnish information 
as to the general character, behaviour and manner of fracs 
s turc of the rocks included therein. Pie multitudinous 
formulae, rules etc. compiled for the determination of the 
extent of draw (the lk of which are useless in practice), 
and the urgent necessity for further information as to the 
causes of draw, are ample justification for futtiaer investi: 
s gation, 
METHOD OF `EA U1MINT . - 
T wo lines were set out in areas i and 2, one 
parallel to the direction of advance of the coal face, the 
other at right angles to that direction (see diagrams I o.5 
and No.ES. ) . Pegs were driven into the ground at intervals 
of 10 feet along the entire length of the lines in area 
No. 1, while in area No. 2 this procedure was only carried 
oat/ 
10 H. Briggs, Colliery Z nt;iìleCi in ;, 1930, Vol. V'II, p. 23. 
2. H. Louis, Contribution to the Theory of Subsidence, 
Trans. Inst. Yin. L',ngs., Vol. LXN, 1922-1923. 
 k..1.Ce Cldy. 
Sae. 
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MONTHLY LEVELLING ON LINE 1 -7 
INCLUDING DRAW PEGS. 
No/.6g No.7g No. g No.9g 
No.21, 
495.80 495.39 495.50 495.26 
Cona. + 6 fret from No. 21, 
0.06 
0.10 
0.01 0.04 0.15 0.06 
0.03 0.05 0.17 o.i0 
0.08 0.11 0.25 0.22 
0.11 0.17 0.32 0.29 
0.13 0.19 0.35 0.35 
0.17 0.20 0.37 0.35 







































































MONTHLY LEVELLING ON Luan 1 - 7 
0.7 
0.1 No.2 No.3 
INCLUDING DRAN PEGS. 
10.9 NO410 No.11 No.4 No.5 1ío.6 No.7 No.8 
i 
508.63 508.69 508.90 509.45 510.06 510.09 510.27 510.02 510... 509.70 509.64 509.46 
Cons t. + 23 feet from No. 7 14th Oct. 1928 
18th Nov. 1928 
22nd Dec. 1928 
0.05 29th Feb. 1929 
0.05 31st Mar. 1929 
0.05 25th 1929 
0.16 8th June 1929 
0.35 4th Aug. 1929 
0.44 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 4th Sept. 1929 
0.47 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 - lst Oct. 1929 
0.47 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 - let Nor. 1929 
0.52 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 let Dec. 1929 
0.54 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 2nd Zan. 1920 
0.54 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 
let Feb. 1930 
0.56 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 
5th June 1930. 
aL o. 
out along the length of the linee at right angles to the 
direction of advance of the face. Measurements were 
leade of the distance between the pegs to determine the 
stretch or otherwise of the ground, and levellings were run 
foel temporary bench marks (hereafter referred to as 
investigation bench marks) situated outside the area likely 
to be affected ty subsidence to those pegs to determine 
the subsidence or rice to which they were subjected. The 
levels were repeatedly checked and were run in closed cif': 
:cuits. With reference to the measurement of 'advancing 
draw' the position of the face with relation to the subsid: 
:ing pegs was ascertained on the date on which settlement 
was first detected. The tabulated results of the levell: 
and observations are shown on page No. , Table 
No.S. The position of the coal face underground with 


























































SUB SECTION (sa 
OBS:LI,NATIONS AND kTASUBEMENTP 
TO DETERLINE THE EXTENT 
OF DRAW* 
,RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS° 
28. 
RESULTS AND CUNCLUSIOES. 
(1) Tie final draw in the directions investis 
:,Rated was positive. 
Indeed, we are of the opinion tLat many of 
the negative draws recorded in our literature 
are negative because of the crude methods 
of weasurement ewploìed in their determination. 
In xueny. instances th.e extent o$ draw has 
been ascertained from the position of cracks 
only. 
(2) The advancing draw as al2Ejs less than the 
final draw. 
The advancing draw in Area No. 1 unfortunately 
was not ascertained. The face had been 
stopped for one month on the date of t he first 
observation when a positive draw of 72' was 
indicated. Thereafter the draw gradually 
increased until 
The final draw measured on a line parallel to 
She di, ection pf advance of the face situated 
towards the centre of the excavated area 
(area No. 1) was 103'. 
This line, however, ran over an area from w±h 
the coal had been extracted by a longer all face 
travelling in the opposite direction 20 years 
ago. 
(4) The final (4s5y measured in dUre_ction at right 
auElg to rye direction of advance of the face, 
was 72' (area No. 1). 
The first observations, made a month after the 
face had stopped advancing, indicate a positive 






extended outwarc.s until the final distance of 
72 feet wes reached. 
The above conclusions are inferred from 
the obse vatione made in Area No. 1. 
Area No. 2. 
The advancinry draw was ascertained on tw 
separate linee tlL« 7 and 14," 8 and wae 52' 
(positive). 
Unfortunately the final draw was not measured; 
the face did not stop advancing during the period 
of this investigation. 
T }1e draw measured in a direction at right andes 
to that of the advance of ±ace was finally 72' 
(ooeitive) area (A - 1 
L 
). 
The extent of draw measured at the to end of 
the face line area (7L` B) (see diagram No.V7. 
was only 53'. 
The ironstone seam situated 10 - 14 feet below 
the workings of the Colinburn coal seam had been 
extracted by the longwall method, 20 
years ago» and as a consequence 
(8) ra v was less ' `L a.inLt 1 2') and subsidence 
erratic (see Tatle ?ßìo.3.. ). 
There was a marked differ_tncejj, _the inciden.çQ. 
f draw on a line all .-1 to the d 
advance of the face and that observed in a 
direction arallel to the line of face. The 




were the first to subside; as the process 
evolved the zone of subsidence enlarged until 
the area over the 'ribsides' was affected, 
subsidence finali - extendin7 2' be- and the 
ribside. In the other direct_ that parallel 
to/ 
.',0. 
to the direction of advance of tLe face settl z 
ment et .reed 2 feet in advance of,and travelled 
wit Ìay the face. 
(I)) A riel rk of trie surface round the filinz9s of the 
area of settlement did not take 21úcee 
Observers have referred to, and recent investigs 
:atore (Herbert and Rvtle .s_e, l uc'nmuty and 
Thorneycroft, to mention a few) have recorded 
t °a si ight uplift of the surface as a prelude to 
subsidence % 
In this re: a.rd we dan onl T etate that this u 
is not c°eneral. 
31. 
, ... 
A_ ??.T":.A Oi. f,lA.íi,VAftï)ISI_ï 101i 01 ML :TIT0,-5S OI' 
DR4 
Berhaoe in no other operation involved in an 
investigation into the subject of twining Subsidence is 
there such urgent necessity for standardisation. The 
causes of draw are admittedly difficult to delineate, but 
the methods of determining the extent of draw signified 
in many of the recorded cbeerve.tione do not by any means 
tend towards a simplification of this intricate problem. 
In many instances dreee is a.scerteined by the position of 
cracks in the surface, or by the position of d^meged 
structures; in others by levelling, but only in rare 
instarces is precise levellin;;. utilised to the full 
advantage and to the degree desirable. 
The only rational method of determining the 
extent of draw is by levelling, and before the meaeurenent 
of draw can be put on a proper scientific basis a definite 
standard of levelling must be adopted. I,eveie have been 
taken to various standards) In the past soue workers 
have considered .1' as a reasonable standard. This 
standard, hov.ever, is far too low and should be considered 
extremely unsatisfactory. 
By way of illustrating the result of adopting 
the above standard in place of our own standard of .02', 
we find that the advancing and final draw which was 52' 
and 72' respectively would be 10' and 22' if the levels 
less than + .1 are disregarded. Indeed, we have no 
hesitation in su gesting that many of the shall values 
negative dnawc recorded in our subsidence literature 
are attributable to the crude methods of measurement 
employed in their determination. 
In view of the scientific and accurate 
instruments 
now available, and of the high degree of precision 
easily 
obtainable, we sug:est that levels run for 
the purpose of 
determining/ 
determining the extent of draw should be taken to + .021, 
and that at least three determinations should be made 




Sí.;3- 1ES TION b) 
R :LATIU??CH1P BETWEEN_ DRAW AND 
THE DIRECTION OF ADVANCE 
OF THE LIE OF FACE. 
RESULTS .:'ID CONCLUSIONS. 
The direction of advance u2 the coal lace 
in Area No. 1 was at rignt angles to trie 
direction of advance o the coax. 'ace in 
Area Eva 2. 
1) Since trie extent of draw in each area was 
(wriere conditions were normal) 721 positive, 
we are therefore in a position to state 
ciel ini eiy that trie direction cf ad -v Y_ce or 





SU B q2111L.41q/ 
BELA T I ONS H IP BETWEEN THE EXTENT 
OF DRAW AND THE DIRECTION 
OF THE CLEAVAGE Cr 
COAL. 
RESULTS AND C OCLUSION S. 
36. 
RESULTS AND COi4`CI,ïJ°IONSe ..,... 
In Arc.a ti?e extent of draw, measured 
on a line parallel te trc: direction of the 
main cleavage was e:,ual to the extent of 
draw measured on a line at right angles to 
that direction in Area :To. 2. It is therefore 
reasonable to suggest that: 
(I) The :xtent of' draw in n ÿhe 
d zrertion of clew/sat. 
37. 
PART I 
SECT I ON 1. 
SUB-SECTION d.) 
ÂTIL1SLT2 BE T TILE IEXTENT 
Oi AJAI) TKE TIUCEiCESS 
017 DEPW'IST 
RESULTS AT COUCLUSIOIS. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
In the areas investigated, Areas No. 1 and No. 2, 
there was a considerable difference in the 
thickness of deposit extracted. The thickness 
of the 'working/ in Area No. i was 45", and in 
area No. 2, 22". Since the extent of draw 
was the same in those areas we can definitely 
state that under the circumstances and conditions 
prevailina et this minet 
(1 ) The extent of draw is not influenced by the 
thickness of deposit extracted. 
It is difficult to see how the thickness of 
deposit extracted should influence draw. The 
extraction of a thick deposit (ether conditions 
being equal) muet materially increase the ampli: 
:tude of subsidence, but amplitude is influenced 
by (among other factors) the amount of packing 
material introduced into the place of the 
excavated depoeit, and the resistance offered 
to compression by that material. Indeed, 
the amplitude of subsidence over an area from 
which a thick deposit has been extracted, and 
the waste completely packed, may not be as high 
as that over an area from which a thinner seam 
has been extracted, and the waste improperly 
and scantily packed. 
Indeed, we tentatively sugest that 
little or no informPtion of any 
practical or theoretical value can 
proceed from an investigation of 
this relationship, and that more 
valuable information would emanate 
from an inquiry into the relationship 
between Amolitude and Draw. 
39. 
PART I 
SECT ION 2. 
AMPLITUDE JF SUBSIDENCE. 
40. 
INTRODUCTORY. - 
The amplitude of subsidence is characterised by 
its extreme variability; generally amplitude is diminished 
as depth increases, however the area of settlement generally 
increases with the depth, therelore a reduction in ampli: 
tucie is what one would expect. The rate of diminution 
however is not rapid, except for shallow depths, it being 
retarded by the increased preseure (therefore compression) 
suffered by- the fractured beds* The following factors 
exercise an influence over the amplitude of subsidences 
(1) The method ce working; 
(2) The method of packing, e.g. Hydraulic, 
pneumatic, hand, partial, complete, or 
not at all; 
(3) Rate of advance of the face; 
(4) Presence of old workings et a higher or 
lower level, stoop-and-room working, 
have an enormous effect, particularly 
if the stoops are small; 
(5) Nature of packing meterial used for 
stowing the wastes; 
(6) Nature of super and subjacent streta; 
(7) Nature of the surface deposits. 
We do not propose to enter into a discussion of 
the methods of reducing the Amplitude of Subsidence, 
although this is a very important consideration in eome 
districts where ti:e lowering of the level of the surface 
beyond a certain point may cause the inundation of large 
areas of land. We merely stete that tee solution of this 
problem lies in the complete stowing of the 'wastes' by 
either of two systems: hydraulic (sand stowing preferably) 
or pneumatic stowing. In this investigation the amplitude 
of subsidence was measured in Areas No. 1 and No. 2. 
Unfortunately the surface in Area No. I had subsided a 
considerable amount before the observation and measurements 
were initiated. In Area Nd. 2, however, the results are 
more/ 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































more satisfactory, and the figures recorded in Table No. 
indicate the °amplitude at the various surface stations. 
We attempted to correlate amplitude of subsidence and pack 
compreeeion (See Part ïI Section 2 of this work); this 
correlation, ve muet admit, however, was not very successful. 
Area No. I was divided into a series of perfect 
squares, see diagram No.S the stations forming the corners 
of which were used for the purpose of measuring amplitude. 
In Lrea No. 2$ see diagram No.25 stations were set out at 
intervals of 66' along the length of two lines, which ran 
approximately parallel to the opposite sides of a road at 
he surfece. ',evenings were run at intervals of one 
month from the investigation bench marks to those stations, 
and the results recorded. Careful observations and 
levellings were made to detect an uplift in advance of the 
face, and a re-elevation towards the centre of the excavated 
area. Despite careful observation, neither uplift or re- 
-elev-tion were detected, The results of the observations 
and levellings are recorded in table Nov5 
We do not propose to discuss the results obtained 
in Area No. 1 for the reasons given in the introduction to 
this section of our vork. In Area No. 2, ho,eever, the 
results obtained were very satisfactory, and vie describe 
them fully. 
RESULTS owaagullggf IN ALA NQ. 2. 
A perusal will show that the first evidence of 
settlement was furnished when stations No 5 and No. 6 L 
subsided 0.02'. Those stations then remained stationary 
for two months. Thereafter the rate of subsidence rapidly 
increased and the increased rate of settlement continued 
for several months, when the characteristic stow rate of 
subsidence of the lst phase reappeared. The final values 
/ 
of amplitude for the stations Nos. 41,1 514 and 6yare high, 
1.33', 1.661 a.nd1.46' respectively. The Lame procedure 
was carried out on the line, 6y9y- 141 , and again the 
amplitude of settlement is a maximum in the same area, i.e., 
in the vicinity of stations Nos. 6y9Land 10y. The results 
of the leveilin ,s run along the line 1T- 71, are interesting 
since they illustrate the incidence of settlement over a 
restricted area on a line at right angles to the direction 
of advance of the face. Indeed, we suggest that the 
results are similar to hose one would expect over an atea 
from which the coal has been extracted by the stoop -and- 
room method of mining. 
The pegs towards the centre of this 
line were the first to subside, and as the process 
of settlement continued the pegs all in their turn 
were affected in rotation from the centre out 
towards the edges of the excavated area, tettlement 
finally extending beyond to r ibsides to produce 
draw. The a mplitude of subsidence was a maximum 
about the centre of the line, and decreased 
progressively towards the edges of the area. 




ALPL IT UDE OF SUBSIDENCE . 
RE SU 41,11.1L_9. 
44. 
RL E ULT E Ä1D C Ozt r 7,t, S ION S. 
We intended at the outset of this investigation 
to compare ampli rude of subsidence on the line 
1L- 7L at the surface, and pack compression along 
a line of exactlythe seine plan position under: 
:ground. :, easureents and observations were 
made for this purpose, see diagram No.30 and 
table w` o.14. . The analyses of the observations 
and results, however, were rendered valueless 
by the presenee of old workings underground 
situated 10 -. 14 below the :position of the 
Colinburn coal workiri rs. Sub. idence occurred 
in these workings, and, as a result, the 
amplitude of subsidence at the surface was out 
of proportion to trie thickness of the seam 
extracted, and the compres :ion suffered by 
the packs. 
(1) The aulaLtude of subsidence varies with the 
position at weich it is meaei. red. 
(2) Amplitude is a maximum towards the centre of 
the excavated area. 
(3) Levell_n :s indicate that the surface of the 
£round above an excavated area assumes 
,practically Sts original contour, but _ t a 
lower level in a direction arallel to the 
direction of advance of the face. 
(4) TXìe final cour of the surface on a line 
parallel to the line of face has but little 
resemblance to the original contour. 
The above conclusion refers to observations 
where the length of face is comparatively short, 
say, 150 yards long. 
(5) That in view of the alteration of the surface 
contour/ 
contour referrer_ to above. and the stresses 
induced on the surface as a consequence of the 
alterat _the length of a coal t ace proceeding 
to advisee under surface property should be a 
maximum to ensure that dainaae caused by 
subsidence will be a minimum. 
This question is discueeed fully in Appendix 
Noe 1 and No. 2. 
(6) Areas of high a ol.itude coincide with areas of 
high peck co;npreswion. 
This illustrates the necessity of building 
packe in such a manner, and of such material, 
as will offer a high resistance to compression 
if amplitude is to to reduced to a minimum. 
Conclusions Nos. 3 and 4 are impa aan_t from the 
surface damage Y?fAnt of view; indeed, they 
will become more important if the pernicious 
practice of mining coal by the short (longwall 
method) method extends, and the tendency ie 
in that direction. This method is the worst 
possible to practice, and seriously damages 
the surface and dislocates drainage if the 
deposit is thick. 
46 o 
TI'S ELETa :T IN SUBSIDENCE.- 
INTRODUC Off Y. - 
The duration of subsidence is a matter upon which 
experience and opinion varies enormously. The principal 
factor controlling the rate of settlement ie the depth of 
the workings. In this regard, generall> , tee greater the 
depth the longer the interval before moves become apparent 
at the surface, which is only natural when we consider that 
the subsidence movements have to be propagate(. from the 
face where they start upwards through the superj avent 
strata - the more even the settlement and the more protracted 
the subsidence proves.: as a whole. There are certain 
factors which modify tire time element in subsidence, such 
as method of working, rate of advance of the f :ce, thickness 
of the sewn, nature of super and subjacent strata,and the 
presence or absence of workings above or below the seam 
being removed. 
A reference to the records relating to tige 
duration of subsidence reveals the exasperating vagueness 
of many of the observations. For exh.riple, it is often 
uncertain when timing starts; sometimes it is from the 
first sign of demage to a structure and sometiees from the 
first indications of movement; while, on other occasions, 
information regarding this essential point is hazy or 
absent. Information as to when the process is considered 
to end is also equally unsatisfactory. Only in rare 
instances, When time subsidence graphs are given, are we 
tolerably certain of tee sequence of events. To a 
scientific study of taie time element in subsidence time 
subsidence graphs are absolutely essential, and although, 
as already stated, only in rare instances are they included 
in British records, a commendably complete series were 
included in the records of Messrs Herbert & Rutledge's 
investigation (Bulletin No. 238, U.S. Department of Commerce 
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L 
resulting from longwall mining at two mines in Northern 
Illinois. Time subsidence graphs not only indicate the 
start and finish of the settlement procese; they also 
furnish valuable information regarding the rate of settle: 
:meet which: varies enormously throughout the settlement 
cycle, and demonstrate such rare but interesting occurrences 
as ' jplift' and 're-elevation', if such are recorded. 
We have ir:cluded in this section of our work 
four time subsidence graphs, which indicate tiffe nature of 
the vertical movement ascertained at stations 51,61,91,101, 
situutec in the area where amplitude was a maximum.. On 
diagram we hive also dra.ti;n a time pack compression 
curve of a. point underground vertically underneath the 
surface station No. 10L. On all our graphs time is 
plotted as abscissa; one square = 1 mont':: (time) and 
elevation as ordinate one square = .1 foot settlement. 
SE ,;ENCE DI Eirr1aTS. - 
There vieee but little difference in the sequence 
of events as observed at the remet give stations Nos 51601, 
not 
and 10L, and for that reason we dopropose to describe 
the movement ate _ ]. t :ose etatione, but to limit our 
observations to station No. 5z, diagram N o.. 2 
Movement of station 1' o. 51 was first detected 
on the 19th December, 1920, when that station was 52 feet 
in advance of the coal face line, and settlement as .02V. 
During January, February and March, when station No. 5 
was one foot in advance of the coal face line, the rate 
of 'settlement was very slow. Thereafter the rate of 
settlement incree ed rapidly, and this rapid rate of 
settlement continued for eight months until november, when 
the characteristic slow rate of settlement of December, 
Janue.ry and February began to re- appear. The face at 
this date was 86 feet in advance of station No. 5z . 
During/ 
During the period 1:evembe.r March, when settlement 
virtually ceased, settic:::ent was very elow indeed. The 
settlement pa ocews had. lasted 17 months, and t he face had 
advanced left feet be: orid "tetion No. 51 before ite virtu&1. 
cessation. 
Briefly, the Relient fe _turee of taie settlement 
process were as follows: 
Surface subsidence varied widely; 
The maximum settlement wee i.6 feet or 
about 80A; of the thic>nees of the sear; 
The rate of settlement increased gradually 
as the coal. fece approached a station; 
Millen the rate was practically uniform, 
the surface sank about 0.16' per month 
for about ,eigtit t;ionthe. The interval 
from the commencement of movement of 
a station to its virtual cessation was 
17 monti.e. 
The face trap 52 feet behind a station 
when movement started, and had advanced 
134' beyond it when movement stopped. 
The distance advanced beyond the station 
when movement virteally ceased was 
134', which is the approximate depth 
of the seam from the surface. 
TIME - PACK COQ, PRE Jîÿ . - 
On diagram No.6 we described two graphs, one 
time- subsidence, the other time pack compression, the 
prof'ileof which bear a marked resemblance to etch other 
in all parts except that which relates to the first part 
of the settlement procese. This is due to the fact 
that time compression measurements were not wade in 
advance of the coal face, and, as a consequence, the 
curve/ 
curve is somewhat i ncomo1.^te. Had such obäe.rvr t ions 
been made the resemblance would undoubtedly have been more 
pronounced. It should be observed t yet pack compression 
is decidedly less than surface subsidence, and `':gat this 
is undoubtedly due to the subsidences which took place 
over and in the roc >dwa js in the old ironstone workings 
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INTRODUCTORY.- 
The fact that the surface in a subsiding area 
is subjected to tensile and compressive stresses is well 
known. Stretch ng t..kes place over the one of draws 
and may extend boule distance beyond this zone, although 
it is generally confined to it The presence of tension 
is indicated by the formation of gaping cracks in the 
ground at the surface, and in buildings, welt, -,and other 
structures. Walls, pipes, end c ables are very susceptible 
to .damage b: this force. To determine the stretch at 
the surface measurements should always be made. The 
surface may not show the slightest sit n of the presence 
of the various streeees to which it is subjected. The 
surface road in this investigation, although subjected to 
severe-` tensile and compressive stresees, didnot exhibit 
any sign of their existence. 
The generally acce Stec? cause of the tensile 
and compressive stresses in an area over an advancing 
longwall face is the sending of the surface Fig.10. 
(from Dra. Briggs' book "_Min i n,a Sube id ente ") shows in 
vertical section a side of an area of settlement. AC 
is the original line of the surface; A :'f+:H the contour 
during and after subsidence. The curve AFFB being 
longer than the straight line AC, the surface along the 
curve is thrown in tension, and cracks are liable to 
open in the zone AT and close again in the vicinity of BB. 
Many instances can be cited in which, as the subsidence 
wave approaches, a building leans towards the advancing 
face, and then develops cracks which widen and finally 
close up after the face has passed beyond. Numerous 
examples are recorded in our subsidence literature from 
which important information can be gleaned as to the nature 
and effects of the eiresees which are a consequence of 
the process of subsidence. We briefly outline a few 
from Dr. Briggs' admirable book "Mining Subsidence111 
1. lining Subsidence, Chapter V, page 117. 
JG, 
S?.a,irebrotak Collier Nottinghamshire.- 
As the workings of this colliery approached 
Stu*fynwood Hall, fractures aopa.red nearly parallel to 
the advancing face. The coneerVatory walls were fractured 
and some cast -iron pipes, which gave the first w&rnin of 
the fracture, were crace6 at tne cement joints. Other 
breaks developed at intervals, there being eventually six. 
When fully opened the f ire t crack was in, the second and 
third " and the others about -1" wide. They attained 
their maximum width when the working race was almost vertically 
underneath. Thereafter they began to close, and when 
the workings had ddvanced about 300 feet further, the walls 
had practically resumed their normal position. Between the 
third and fifth fracture there was evidence after they had 
closed of considerable crush.1 
Skeby Chur cì ard. 
In 189j cracks formed in the walls of this 
churchyard as the result of working coal from the Teversal 
it, Nottinghamshire. A wall parallel to the face was 
was 
observed to be leaning towards it, butInot fractured or out 
of line. The cracks gradually opened, being widest at 
the top. The greatest gap of 8," was attained when the 
face vas almost vertically below thee:;. Then compression 
supervened, being eventually sufficient to throw up the 
stonework in the form. of a segment of a circle. A portion 
of the well had to be rebuilt.2 
Damage and cracks are not confined to shallvw 
workings, although generally damage is harsher over them. 
J. Dickinson mentioned cracks wide enough to put his foot 
into/ 
1. W. Hay, "Damage to Surfece Buildings caused by Underground 
Workings ", Trans. Inst. Min. Engrs., XXXVI, 1908, p. 427. 
2. J. Pigglord, '`Notes on Subsidences caused by Coe Wokkings 
at Teversal and Pleasley Collieries; Trans. Inst. Yin. 
Engrs., XXXVIII, 1909, page 122. 
into over workings 1,800' doe;_) He also observe 
cracks 3'4" wide when the 10 yd. seam of South. Staffordshire 
was being extracted et a depth exce -dingy boo feet 
2 
. 
K. Stewart, in his observations, recorded a 
pull or draw (really a lateral shift of 216e), and 
revealed the fact that this form of movement may extend 
beyond the zone of settlement. He est imL. ted the elongation 
of the surf. ce at the sides of the area of settlement in 
question at 3 - 4 ins. r e also observed considerable 
compression over the centre of the area. 
G.H. Ashwin4tested the extention of the surface 
on the fringe of an area of settlement by measuring between 
pegs in that area. he found the elongation to be quite 
10, over a. distance of rather more than 1000 ft. or 
about 
5 
In a recent investigation Thorneycroft observed 
as a longwall face approached ï- 'lean house that the house 
tilted away from the advancing face. Thereafter it 
assumed a vertical position and then began to tilt toward 
the advancing face, finally assuming a vertical position 
after the face had advanced beyond it. 
The foregoing illustrate the effects of the 
horizontal, tensile and compressive stresses, which are 
inseparable from the general process of subsidence, and 
although/ 
le Dickinson, Discussion of Goodwin's paper. 
2. Dickinson, Trans. lanthester Geol. Societ , Vol. II, 
1659, p. 13. 
3. K. Stewart, Discussion of "Somme Notes on Subsidence 
and Draw ", Trans. Min. Inst. Scot., Vol. VII, 
1885 -6, p. 224. 
4. G.E. Ashwin, Trans. Inst. Ian rs., Vol. LK, 1894-5, 
p, 107. 
5. . Thorneycroft, "Effects on Buildings of Ground Movement 
and Subsidence caused by Longwell Mining ", Trans. 
Amer. Inst. D'in. &. LIet. Eng,ineers, 1931. 
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although knowledge in th.i.e regard is now widespread, 
information as to tie maenitude of those stresses is ver,; 
:scanty indeed. Yet such information is extremely important 
from the protection and design of property point of view. 
Indeed, when our knowledge of the magnitude and nature 
of these streeeee has been increased our position with 
regard to the design and protection of property to with 
c etand them will be materially strengthened, and, incidents 
tally, the compensation for damage caueed 'ey them may be 
materially reduced. In this investigation we synchronised 
the observations on the horizontal, tensile and compressive 
stresses, ire eral movement and amplitude of subsidence, 
and in our results and conclusions we have atteepted to 
show the relation between these branches of the subject. 
OBS.r.hVATIQNS AND METHODS OT MEE,ti:UI:=TS. - 
The cbservatione and eeasurements were confined to 
Area No. 2, the stations AL- 1. - 7Z 7Lto BL and. bL- 14L being 
utilised for this purpoee. The measurements were made by 
means of a steel Land, graduated to .01'. The observations 
on the line A 
L 
1 - 7L- bL indicate the state of the 
surface with regard to stress on a line 
Parallel to the line of face 
and at right angles to the 
direction of advance. 
Those made between the stations 1L- 14t2j- 13L indicate 
the state of the surface with regard to stress 
On a line parallel to the direction 
of advance cf the face, 
añde by measuring the distance between the draw stations 
A to i and? to B, L 
The stretch of the ground on the 
fringes of the area of settlement 
was ascertained. 
The following is a brief description of the 
results of the observations and measurements: 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































indicated a reduction in the distances between the stations 
2L3L to 7L. The greatest reductions occurred between 
stations 5 6, 6 - 7, the area where settlement was first 
detected, and where 'amplitude' was a maximum. During 
June, July and August the distLnces between these stations 
were further reduced; the other stations, ho: ,ever, had not 
yet been affected. 
D.,:ring September, however, compression increased 
elightly from 2L- 7L2 and the surface between 1Land 21, 
suffered a slight enlongation (indicating tension in this 
zone) . In tiáe areas embracing stations 7Lto 13Land AL- iL 
the distances were normal; the surface, therefore, was 
free of stress. An interesting observation here was that 
althoufh the distance between 1L- 2Thad been increased, the 
station No. i had not ubsided. 
October: Stations 2 - 7 were still subsiding 
on that date, and compr°ession,as a consequenceahad increased 
between all the stations except 5 - 6, where it was 
slightly reduced. The surface between 1Land 2Lhas been 
subjected to a further tension, and the distances between 
the station 7Lto BT and Alto 1T increased for the first 
time, indicating the onset of tension. 
October to Marche The any asureente and obeers 
avations then indicated increased compression towards the 
centre of the line, and increased tension over and beyond 
the edges of the mined area. 
The difference between the original and 
final distance J tween the stations iras as unders 
Stations Difference State of Ground 
1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 4 
4 - 5 
5 -6 
6 - 7 
7 -: 
















The results of the observations and measurements 
were confirmes; a similar series of observations and 
measurements on the line 8L- 14L. 
The difference between the original and 
final distance between tne stations and the final 
state of the surface with re..rd to stress on 
the line - 14L is indicated below,: 
Station Difference State of Surface with 
14 - 13 
13 - 12 
12 - 11 
11 - 10 
10 - 9 
9 - 












This concludes tne work on a line parallel to 
the line of face. 
OIiSERVAT ïO'; S AND MEASUREMENTS MA1ï. BETWEEN STATIONS 
1L- 14L, 2- - Z3L , :0 OAT) IN A DIRECTION Pf':FtL.LEL 
TO THE DIRECTION' OF ADVANCE ?'HE FACE.- 
The results of the above observations and measures 
:ments are set out in Teble ivo.8. . The de tes indicated 
therein coincide with the dates of the amplitude and lateral 
movement observations. The successive positions of the 
face with reference to the point of observation1 on the 
date on which the observations were made)are Shown on 
Diagram No. 27 . 
Four distinct relative phases of the process 
were observed and they can be illustrated by considering 
the variation in the measured distance between stations 6Land 9 
The original distance between those stations vas 
330601. By June this distance had increased to 33.884. 
Thereafter the distance increased until August, when it 
reached a maximum of .33.931. 
The First Tension Phases 
During September and October there was a 
reduction/ 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































reduction in the above distance and on the date of the 
October observation the distance was back to normal, i.e., 
33.60'. 
The Second Phase J Stress in Surface nil) 
From October to January there was a progressive 
reduction in the aiJove distance until the minimum distance 
of 33.46' was recorded. 
The Third Phase tCorrioreeL ion) 
Thereafter the distance between the stations 
progressively increased until .'arch, when the final value 
of 33.60' was observed and recorded. The distance 
between the stations was back to normal. 
The Fourth Phase Stress in Surface nil). 
STRETCH OF GROUND ON THE FRINGLS 01 TPT AREA OF SETTT.1 ENT. - 
This was deronstre ted by linear measurements 
between tihe draw pegs S to 2 and 7Lto B set out at intervals 
of approximately 10 feet. Their positions. with reference 
to the 'ribsider' underground, can be seen on the large 
plan. The results of the observations and measurements 
are shown on Tables o.*1O. The original distances 
between the pegs are those under the date 8/8/29. A 
perusl of Tablesi'o.`Ja10 reveals that 'tile stretch' increased 
progressively (from the position where settlement virtually 
starts) towards the ribside. 
PA:ET I 
SECT I ON 
HORIZONTAL, TENSILE PP 
COMPRESSIVE S T RE SEZ 




RESULTS kl4D COir'CLliSIßItS. 
(1) This in u has )roved that the surface on 
tige fringes of an area of settlement is under 
tension, 
(2) Vhen coal is removed by tree l.on all method 
of minin'-" there are four relative ,hasee in 
stress proc.essee caused b subsidence when 
observed in the direction of adv :nce of the 
face. 
The first flhase is characterised by tension 
which gradually increases to a maximum. 
Second Phase: The intensity of tension 
gradually decrease to zero; the surface is 
then free of etress. 
Third Phase: The surface during this phase 
of the process is subjected to compression, 
which gradually increases to a :maximum. 
Fourth phase: The intensity of compression 
gradually decreases to zero, and the surface 
is again free of stress, 
There is a decided difference in (3) the incidence 
of the horizontal tensile and co.., ressive 
stresses caused by subsidence when observed 
(i) in a direction parallel to the direction 
of advL nce of the face; 
(ii) in a direction parallel to the line of face. 
(4) The s r ss s et u p in air a lel t 
the line of face are com ressive tovarde the 
centre and tensile towards and over the edges 
of the mined area. 
(a) At the centró compression is a minimum and 
may be absent; 
CO As we travel towards taie edjes of the area 
of settlement, campresL ion increases to a 
maximu,i and then decreases to zero, being 
finally replaced y tension. 
(5)/ 
Go. 
(5) The nature and intensit of stress varies in 
different areas. 
(6) The surface in and beyond an area of settl.eLilent 
can be subjected to severe horizontals tensile 
and copressive stresses without exhibiting any 
indications of ti-,ii 2areser.ce. 
Contrast the surface road in this investigation 
with the cemetery, house and walls in Appendix 
No. 2. 
(7) Our observations and measurements indicate that 
( 
at the surface tension never extends be and 
trie 2sint 1'dtier e settle.:aent starts. 
b) i rom our observations we can reasonably infer 
that trie tirorÑt possible aosition for surface 
structures from the surfce damaoe ooint of 
vie-Y is the frimes of an area of settlement. 
ii r s ?f e never assuLaes its ori.,i;inal 
contour and as a conae once, structures 
are pers ane;itly deflected frocs the ertica.l. 
%'u therie stresses in this zone are tensile 
( Y,erilanently) and. as_ a.__rest;lt,, structures 
may be rent asunder. 
INTRODUCTORY.- 
Many and diverse are the methods by which the 
incidence of the horizontal, tensile and compressive stresse: 
in the surface over a mined area can be demonstrated. 
Perhaps the most commonly used and satisfactory method is 
that of linear ( tape) measurement. A wall running pari llel 
to or at right angles to the direction of advance of a 
face, as diagram No. clearly illustrates, is an excellent, 
if somewhat crude automatic indicator. There is another 
method, that of installing measuring rods a few feet e el 
the surface, whibh, although not so commonly employed, is 
very satisfactory and can be applied in situations where 
circumstances may make the installation of concrete 
monuments and direct linear measurements undesirable, and 
perhaps impossible. For example, in the centre of a 
field, which is being cultivated and eloughed. It is 
this latter method we are chiefly concerned with and propose 
to describe. 
For the purpose of measuring and observing the 
horizontal, tensile and compressive stresses caused by 
and 
subsidence,Aof demonstrating the method of measurement, the 
apparatus shown on diagram No.II . was installed in the field 
in advance of, but adjacent to, the surface roadway. The 
installation involved the setting out and excavation to a 
depth of 3' of an inspection pit 4' x 4' in which the 
observations and measurements were made, of two main 
trenches AA1 and BB1 each 33 feet long and four others, 
CDEIS on the diagram, each lá feet long. Anchor beams were 
placed in the trenches COLA, and extension rods, (of which 
there were four sets, eadidiapproximately half the length 
of the main trenches,RA -t .B)were securely attached to them 
and set out along the bottom of the trenches A and Al and 
B and Bl. An inspection pit 4' x 4' x3' was excavated 
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intersected. The trenches were then filled up. Thus we 
had in the centre of the inspection pit tue ends of the four 
Sete of measuring rod whicn just touched and could be 
utilized in tige determination of the stretch or otherwise 
to ehich the surface was subjected; `:: and. observations 
and measure.. -tints could be shade no matter what operattns 
were being performed at the surface of the ground. 
OOSiL V. TIONE A ND MEASURE=S TS IN DIRECTION OT ADVANCE OF 
THE FACE.- 
Observations were started on 25th February, 1930, 
when the coal face was almost vertically under the s_fort 
trench C, and an overlap of .25" was recorded. The 
overlap graduallyincreased as the face advanced until July 
when the maximum overlap of 31 was observed. Thereafter 
the overlap decreased and on the 16th December, 1930, the 
date of the last observations, was 292n. 
OBSERVATIONS AND rnEASTJFEkENTS IN A DIRECTION PARALLEL TO 
Ti%.r. L INE 0I' FACE.- 
observations were :lade at intervals of one month 
from 25th February onwards. The results are recorded 
on Tablea.(overiQ,and indicate that the rods were pulled 
asart a distance of ß" on the 24/3/31 and remained in that 
position thereafter. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.- 
We do not _ropose to discuss the results of the 
experiments just described, for although the observat ione 
have been somewhat late in being started, and, as a. result, 
the later part of the stress processes only has been 
recorded, we have already dealt very fully in Part N°I. SectionL 
of this work with the Horizontal, Tensile and CoL.pressive 
stresses caused by subsidence. Our chief purpose was to 
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A A in a direction parallel to the direction 
1 of advance of face. 




SECT ION 4. 
LATERAL AND L Oiü G I T U.D I,.N,pF,L 
MOVEMTdT. 
INTRODUCTORY.- 
Lateral movement of the surface during the 
onset of subsidence is of great irn.portence in view of its 
destructive effects. It is now generally recognised that 
the general process of subsidence involves a lateral and 
longitudinal displacement of the surface, and that its 
presence is most obvious on the fringes of an area of 
settlement. That lateral movement may amount to severz.l 
feet is not so generally recognised however; yet in one 
recorded instance in North Staffordshire, a surface point 
was shown to have _ _roved transversely 5.9' during the 
period 1870 to 1923, and a further 1.5' since then. At 
the point in question the vertical settlement was only 15 ", 
1 
but it increased to 11 feet at a point 1k miles away. 
Mention of the importance of this form of ..ovement, from 
the damage point of view, was first rrede by Dr. R.T. Moore, 
who, when contributing to the discussion of Dr. J.S. Dixon's 
2 
paper, gave particulars of levellings carried out over a 
period of 4k years during and subsequent to the removal of 
the Ell Coal (7 feet) at Allanshaw Colliery, the bord-and- 
pillar method being used. The depth was about 720 feet. 
Here the maximum settlement was 4.13 feet, or 50. 
Unfortunately the sections did not extend beyond the mined 
area and therefore draw was not measured; but a farm house 
195' in advance of the face was cracked so that the angle 
of draw was at least 15 °. A matter of much interest 
arises in connection with this house. Despite the 
considerable derma e done, it had only subsided 1 inch. 
Referring to this bouse, Dr. Moore made the important 
observation: 
"That in his opinion the injury was due to lateral 
"movement preceding vertical sinking ". 
K. Stewart furnished particulars of an admirably 
detailed/ 
1. Hutchieson, Trans. Inst. Min. Enge., LXXVI, 1929, page 
307. 
2. Dixon, "Some Notes on Subsidence and Draw ", Trans. Min. 
Inst. Scot., VII, 1885 -6, page 224. 
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detailed example of subsidence in stages. The subjoined 
figure, after Dr. Brigs, has been constructed from his 
charts. He not only measured vertical .ieovenrent, but also 
ascertained the lateral displacement caused by the advancing 
faces on a line roughly parallel to them. The coal was 
removed in each of five ses.:s in succession, a sixth and 
uppermost seem having been worked long before. The pillar 
had waste on each side. The seams were removed in the 
order in which they appear in Table; No.!!. , where 
particulars of amplitude and draw are recorded. He 
observed that draw, if anything, was increased by the wastes 
at the sides of the mined area. The important part of 
K. Stewart' e contrib:_ation from the point of view of the 
section is that which refers to lateral movement, and 
is briefly as follows: The line parallel to the faces, 
see diagram No. set out straight in 177 was considerably 
bent by 1662, when the Fourth, but not the fifth, seam 
had been extracted. The lateral displaces ent was 2'64" 
in a direction towards the advancing faces; and continued 
beyond the area of settlement on the right hand side. 
Tension and compression was also indicated in the area 
affected by subsidence. The surface beds were sand and 
strong brick clay, the latter "icing 40' thick. 
Tab1e.N °il. 
Thickness Depth Greatest 
Amrlitude 





ft. ins. ft f t. in. cext ft. Degrees ft. Degrees 
Rough Ell 3 2 330 1 2 37 130 21r 140 23 





Hump 3 2 420 2 3 71 200 25f 110 15 
Splint Main 2 5 
or Virgin 
468 0 10 34 160 19 150 17+ 
Splint Ell 3 5 453 2 3 66 - - 180 211 
Greatest total depression at any point 
7 feet 3 ins. or 49 per cent. 
Average angle, of draw, 2l:ß- degrees. 
Recently Auc'runuty and Thorneycroft have furnished 
imrortant% 
information on ground movement, the method of measurement 
employed by Thorrreycroft being somewhat novel. (See Resume 
of Recent hese:..rcnes) . 
The importance of the form of movement is now 
being more generally recognised - and rightly so - for, as 
1 
Dr. Briggs recently sty ted: 
"Apart from imteriel considerations a 
"better knowledge of the incidence of such 
"move :tints is likely to assist in the elucida: 
":tion of the mechanics of subsidence perhaps 
"to a greater degree tLan anything else: 
In this enquiry we were chiefly concerned with 
longitudind movement, although . lateral movement was also 
observed in Area No. 1. Unfortunately the observations 
wera a little late in being commenced. in this area, and, 
as a consequence, the later part of the process only was 
observed. We have synchronised the observation on 
lateral movement, amplitude and the horizontal, tensile 
and compressive stresses caused by subsidence. (This 
synchronisation has not hitherto been attempted) and we 
have attempted in our conclusions to show the relationship 
between these different branches of the subject. 
OBSERV- TIC}Iv4 AnD 
or the purposes cf this inquiry stations 
A 12 22 3j, to 7 B were set out in a perfectly straight line 
along one side of the road at the surface. Stations 8L 
and 14 were set out by eleaeere., er_ti. and the intervening 
stations (9_1(1111112.11 1 ) ranged in line by means of the 
theodolite. This work was performed before the ground 
was affected by subsidence. Since LB were never affected 
by subsidence the movement of any station could be Lscert 
:tained by planting a theodolite at A, sighting a pole 
at B and ranging poles in the line opposite each station. 
The/ 
1. Briggs, "Subsidence Problems ", Colliery Engineering, 
Jan. 1930, vol. VII, page 22, 
68. 
The measured distenee between the centre cf a pole ana the 
centre of a station gave; trie direction and magnitude el the 
later el mcvelnent of the station. By measuring the distance 
between, the polee and the stations 1L- i41 214- 13Land so on; 
the latere l movement of tee eta.ticros bL- 141 was aleo ascerz 
trained. oteervatioric were made at intervals of approximate: 
:ly one month cas 1£ terül. iaoveJlent? vertical settle:,sent and 
the horizontal and tensile and co.r.pressive stresses caused 
by eubsidence. The obeervetions were syr:chronieed with 
those made enderground. 
The results of, trie observations and measurements 
on lateral elove entra, together with their positions with 
relation to tee coal face underground, are illustrated 
graphically on diagrams 1Vos.I .fait. 
RECORD of EOB SE V A T I ON ON ARLA NO. 1. - 
The stations in this area were finally deflected 
towards the solid coal, i.e., in a direction parallel to 
the direction of advance of the face. 
In Area ivo. 2, the sequence of events was as 
follows: The first obeervatione ek those ruade on the 
22nd April, 1929, when the face was a few feet in advance 
of the line of the stations).. indicated. a deflection at 
stations 3 4,. 5T6Land 71 towards the mined area, i.e., in 
a direction opposite to the direction of edvL nce ol the 
face. The values of the deflections were: 
No. Iíó2 lvo. 7t. t.e. 4 No. 5 o 6 No. 7 
o o .10' .15' .22' .25' .26/. 
June: Observations were made in June; the deflection 
values then were 
o 0 .io .10 .22 .25 .33 
During July and August the stations 6Lend 7Lbegan to move 
in the opposite direction. They were now moving in the 
direction of advenee of the face; the other stations still 
continued to move in the opposite direction. The values 
of the deflection measured on bth Auge :st, 1929 were: 
No./ 
 
No. 1 No. 2 No. Iüo. 4 No. No.6 
.03 15 21 11 14 
September: This month brought fcrth the interesting 
obServation that the pegs 7, 6, 5 were back in their original 
position: 
Deflection values measured on 1st September, 1929: 
2 iioï io. _ 3:vo. 4 No. 5 No.6 tïo.7 
0.03 .08 .11 
October: Station No. 6 had actually moved beyond its 
original location, and took up a position indicating a 
deflection of .03' in the direction of advance of the face. 
Station No. 5 remained stationary, .,hile the other stations, 
although still deflected towards the mined area, were 
ì_.ovir. ; in the same direction as the face, and towards 
their original position. 
Nove ::ter: Stations os. 7, 6, 5 had then moved into 
positions which were .16', .13' and .19' beyond their 
original locations in the direction cf advance of the face. 
Station No. 4 was in its original position; No. 3 was 
.0 beyond its ori. inal position, and Station No. 2 was 
just movie; back into the line AB. Station No. 10 on the 
line 8L 14Df:!rr ished. the first evidence of ?move cF nt, on 
this line and it is important to Vote that 
The face had adve_rlced beyond the station 
and that vertical movement had preceded 
lateral d i splac ei._ent. 
December: Stations i;,0s. 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 were all 
deflected in the direction of advance of the face, their 
respective deflection values being .32', .38', .30', 
.20', .08'. 
Januarys The stations were deflected in the sanie direca 




February: Although there were small increases insone of 
the deflections the stations were now assuming their final 
positions. Deflection, .37', .39', .394, .32', .31', .24', 0. 
After February the movement ceased. 
ObSEhVA` 10I3ú ON Tim:. r I ;E 8 - 14.- 
This line was approximately 33.31 in advance of 
taie line 1E- 1Z. The face had therefore to advance that 
distance beyond the position here horizontal _aove,nent start: 
cd on line 1E- 7L' before movement was recorded. It was 
observed that the face had advanced 3' beyond station No. 
10 before that station began to move in a direction opposite 
to that of the advance of tae face, ana vertical subsidence 
preceded lateral displacea:aeht. Movement started. on 
1st September, 1929, the deflection observed at atation 
Fo. 10 being .04' towards the mined area. In Uctober 
all the pegs, except No. 14, were now moving towards the 
mined area; the distances moved ivereT as under: 
No. i o. No. 10 No. li No. 12 No. 1" No. 14 
0.00 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.14 0.5 0.00 
November: The pegs continued to move in the sane direction; 
the distances moved from the original positions of the 
station then were 
ho. 8 Flo. 9 iio. 10 No. 111 Ií0.122 2,12.!_-.4_ No. 14 
0.00 0.01 0.08 0.13 0.6 0.14 0.00_ 
December: The direction of movement of some of the stations 
was now reversed. Stations 8L9L10L were now .loving in the 
direction of advance of trie face. The deflections were: 
No. b No. 9 No. 10 No. il No. 12 No. 1a No. 14 
0.16 0.29 0.07 
in the direction of advance 
of the face. 
0.04 0.09 0.03 0.00 
In the opposite direction to 
the direction of advance of 
the face. 
January: The stations on that date had all moved through 
their original positions, ana were deflected to the locations 
indicated below: 
No. 8 No. 9 No. 10 No. 11 No. 12 No. 13 No. 14 
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The movement was now in the oJrecti.on of advance of the 
face. 
iebruarya Movement was in the same direction, and the 
defléctions as under: 
No. No. 9 4ó. 10 No. 11 No. 12 Ivo. 13 No. 14 
0037 O.3 9 0.26 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.00 
March: The figures recorded then weret 
No. 8 No. 9 No. 10 Np._11 No. 12 iIa l" No.14 
0.39 0.41 0.28 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.10 
April: Small increases in the magnitude of the movement 
were observed, but the movement was now ° slowing, un': 
C, i.iC. v 
).43 
No. 9 No. 10 No._ 11 No._ 12 No 1_,.1 o14 
044 0.32 0.20 0.19 0e19 0.00 
Observations and measurements were made during 
?y and June. The stations, however, remained stationary 
at the positions indicated by the deflections above. 
This completes the work on Longitudinal lavement. The 
chief points of interect brought out by the observations 
and measurements just described were 
(1) The face had always advanced beyond the 
position of a station before it was 
subjected to lateral movement. 
Vertical subsidence always preceded lateral 
movement. 
(3) When coal is extracted by the .longwall 
method of mining the lateral movement of 




LATERAL AND LONG ITUD INAL 
mOyi-R}4i-ENT 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
7 :. 
RESULTS AND CONCLLLIOiiS p 
(1) The rovergent diagrams demonstrate that where 
coal is_ extracted by the longwall method of 
nninìLgl as the face advances towards, under. 
and be- and a station at the surface the moves 
:ment of that station is of an oscillating 
character when observed in the direction of 
adva-nce of the face. 
(2) Although observations and measurements were not 
made to determine the direction and magnitude 
of the movement in a direction parallel to the 
line of face, we can infer from the tension and 
con ression measurements that the movement, 
hereinafter referred to as lateral movement, 
to differentiate between the movement occurring 
in a direction - a.rallei to the direction of 
advance of the face which is reali loncitt 
:udinal movement is also of an oscillating 
character. 
(3) The movement on the frin;;es of an area of 
settlement is a combination of lateral and 
lon:itudinal movement but ire surest that 
the final dis lacement will be. reatest in 
a-direction towards the centre of the mined 
area. 
(4) There are two relative hases in the incidence 
of lon i tud ina l movement (phases E r and b)) s 
(a) During the onset of the first phase the 
surface moves in the opposite direction 
to the direction of advance of the face; 
(5) 
(6)/ 
(b) The second phase is characterised by a 
movement in the same direction as the 
direction of advance of the face. 
The face hadslways passed beyond a point at 




(6) Vertical subsidenceprecedes lateral or 
lon i tudinal movement. 
This is an important observation, and is in 
opposition to that r.iade by Dr. R.T. Moore that 
"lateral :movement precedes vertical settlement ". 
(7) The movement starts towards the centre of the 
line of the advancing lace, in the zone. thereiorg, 
which is first subjected to the horizontal, 
tensile and compressive stresses caused by 
subsidence and where vertical settlement commences. 
(6) Zones of maximum amplitude of subsidence 
coincide with zones of maximum longitudinal 
movement. This would suggest that, longitudinal 
movement and amplitude are closely related. 
(9) The magnit4e and direction of movement varieR 
in different areas. 
(10) The line of movement follows the line of face. 
This áaservation is important from the point oi 
view of damage to property. In view of this 
fact, we suggest that where it is proposed to 
remove the coal under any important surface 
structure the line of face should be kept 
straight and should be parallel to the greatest 
length of the structure. 
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ThE RELATION BETWEEN THE RATE OF SUBSIDENCE OF TWO STATIONS, 
AND .THE HORI26NTAL TEIi`ìILE AND COMPRESSIVE STRESSES TO 
WHICH THE SURFACE DL-T14,F.:El- THEM IS S;B-yC1Ei Aï'Y) THEIR 
LATERAL AND LONG ITLL INAL MOVEMENTS.- 
To demonstrate this relationship let us consider 
the stations No. 5Land No. 10L. Trie surface levellings 
run during June and August indicate that the station No. 
51, 
was subsiding at the rate of .37' per month, and No. 10 at 
.14e per month. The horizontal, tensile and compressive 
observations indicate tension during that period. Through: 
out the LLonths of September and October, StationsNo. 10L 
and 5L were - subsiding at the rate of .49' and .22' per 
month respectively. The locus of the high rate of 
subsidence has been reversed and it was observed that the 
surface between those stations was now under compression, 
a reversal of stress. 
We shall now consider the relationship between 
longitudinal movement and the horizontal stresses caused 
by subsidence. For this purpose let us consider the same 
stations No 5 and No. 10. The original distance between 
them was 2) .55t . When meaeured in June this distance vies 
33.80', the maximum distance recorded. Tension between 
the stations was therefore a maximum, and longitudinal 
movement was a maximum in a direction opposite to the 
advance of the face. Observations and measurements Loade 
during September indicated a reduction in this tension and 
a corresponding reduction in longitudinal displacement. 
During the period of September and October the surface 
between the stations was free of stress; the distance was 
back to the on ;inal 33.559, and station No. 5 was back in 
its original position. Then followed the compression 
at 
phase, and compression walla maxi :.,um when the distance 
at 
between No. 5 and No. 1OL wasAa minimum, 33.00', and 
longitudinal movement in the direction of advance of the 
face had also reached its highest value. During the months 
of/ 
of January and April trie intensity of compression was 
gradually reduced to zero, while longitudinal displacement 
remained constant. 
CAUSE OS LATLa tL AND TOTGITUTIi'ÿ MOVEMENT L S td A 
IN A N A i-iLA úl' SET ̀.1' f.FMfENT .. - 
We hesitate to advance a cause fér this movement, 
but tentatively suggest the followings 
Lateral and longitudinal movement is caused 
by the difference in the rate of subsidence of points 
at the surface. Thus the difference of the rates 
of subsidence of a oint situated towards the edge 
of_ the mined area and that of a point situated ; ust 
beyond the edge oá" hst area, induces the pull íïr 
displacement of that point towards the mined area. 
Further. beck in the zone where settlement is nearl 
complete. the rate of subsid -nce of a oint is slower 
than that of a oo int in advnc e which has still to 
under ó considerotle vertical settlement before it 
comes to re3t This difference causes a pull in 
the opnoe direction and the point moves back towards 
the erçlge of tie trained area. 
In the paragraphs devoted to a description of 
the connection between horizontal movement and the horizonts 
sal stresses caused by subsidence, we have demonstrated 
that the stress and movement processes are concurrent 
processes in every phase except phase (à), during which 
compression of the surface decreases from a maximum to 
zero, and. longitudinal displacement remains constant and 
a maximum in the direction of advance of the face. In 
view of the absence of confirmatory evidence, we do not 
propose to advance a reason for the cessation of horizontal 
movement during tris phase. ;e,acv;eve °, advance tentatively 
that the final disiLlacement in the direction of advance 
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of the face m<_ ;fie crue to the fact that this was the 
final direction of .:ove.._e nt, and that the bias was 
therefore in favour of displacement in that direction. 
:From the foregoing; Dames we suggest that the Most 
iznporta.nt considerations - from the point of view of 
surface dariage Exe 
(i) he rate of advance, which should be 
rapid as possible; 
(2) KL,:..L.arity _2z x a.te of advance which should 
be kept constant. 
as 
PART II 
INTRODUC TI ON 
I N T R O D U C T I O N. 
No matter hour carefully surface measurements are 
made they can never attain full utility unless they are 
combined and synchronised witi an equally exact description 
of underground operations. The immediate roof of the mine 
is the starting point of the process, and this is the common 
sense starting point of any scientific inquiry into the 
phenomena. Yet, in many of the recorded investigations 
information as to the method of working, packing, support, 
rate of advance of the face, presence or absence of old 
workings above or below the seam working is singularly 
scanty and in most instances absent, although it is 
generally recognised that those factors, individually and 
collectively, have a profound influence on the general 
process of subsidence. In certain directions the 
investigation of subsidence has been woefully neglected, 
and in this regard one is struck by the absence of infor: 
:oration on the effects of subsidence as revealed in the 
workings in seams situated at higher levels, although 
observations in workings situated above the working seam 
should furnish reliable information as to the processes 
of shearing and bending, and the causes of draw. Indeed, 
valuable as laboratory tests and experiments on the behaviour 
of rocks when subjected to stresses in a testing machine 
undoubtedly area they can never replace nor furnish such 
will 
reliable information asAobservations on the behaviour of 
as 
different strataprevealed when extracting coal at differen$ 
levels. 
In this investigation we synchronised the 
surface and underground observations in advance, at and 
behind the coal face. The methods of measurement (used 
in the underground observations) are perhaps a little 
crude and the value of tie work would have been enhanced 
if roof pressures had been recorded (by :leans of dynomometer 
props/ 
80. 
props) and continuous convergence records made by means 
of autographic recorders. Nevertheless, incomplete and 
crude as the observations undoubtedly are, Lleÿ to our 
knowledge of a. branch of the subject wheie very little 
information is avGilabl.E. 
bhewin% Cò!!nburrl Coal Warlong,s SuFáce 
anaulaMon 5v5Nem, and ifia lEveilil4 and lal*eia; 
;. 
' 1.overnent4 pcs Scale 
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SITUATION OF THE SINE METHOD OF WORKLvG AND GENERAL 
LAY -OUT OF WORKINGS.- 
The mine is situated near Armadale, Linlithgow: 
:shire. The seems worked are the Colinburn Co& l and 
Colinburn Fireclay. They belon, to the upper coal 
measures and at this mine lie at depths varying between 
0 - 140'. The seams outcrop on the western boundary of 
the leasehold and dip gently towards the N.E. Zones 
of no inclination are coin on. The coal is inferior in 
quality and not generally worked. The clay, hor. ever, is 
a high grade refractory clay, and is interspersed with 
bands of good and inferior gas coal. The clay forms the 
pavement of the Colinburn Coal Seam. Faults are few and 
far between. The seam is approached by means of a doss -cut 
mine driven from the surface which dips towards the North 
and strikes the fireclay bed,( in which the road then 
continues) a short distance from the surface. Roads are 
driven to right and left from this main road (in the 
t.pproxi._late direction of level course) with a slight rise 
until they strike tie cool, then they are continued in 
the seam. 
The longvrall method of mining is practised at 
this colliery. In area No. 1 the working seam was the 
Colinburn Coal and 18 - 20' of the Colinburn Jireclay. The 
general layout is shown on the large plan. A heading was 
set out to the rise and coal places were branched oif at 
intervals of 3b1. The branch roads and headingmere 
brushed 8 feet wide, and the full thickness of the blaes 
band overlying the coal wi,.ich varied between 3'and 4'. The 
ripped material was divided evenly and built alone; the road 
sides to form the roadside packs which were well built and 
tapped out tightly to the roof. Props vere set in 
straight lines and at regular intervals of 3'6 ". They 
were/ 
o. 
were withdrawn regularly by means of a sylvester, and the 
roof between the waste allowed to collapse to within three 
rows of props from the face. The row nearest t:-_e waste 
was reinforced by some of the props extracted. The blaes 
band, collapsed, is the first stage of the settlement 
process up to the sandstone band (see section ) of 
overlying strata. The overlying strata subsided gradually 
on the packs which aliuost invariably were pushed into 
the soft fireclay floor. The coal was difficult to get 
and was undercut by hand to a depth of 2 - 3 ft. Itwas 
then blasted down and filled into tubs, and hand drawn to 
main dook. The face advanced slowly, but regularly. 
METHOD OF MINING THE COAL UNDER STATION 1Z- 71, 8Land 14L.- 
The working seam in this area was the Colinburn 
Coal only, which varied in thickness from 21 - 28'. The 
clay underlying the coal was of inferior quality and for 
that reason was left in tact. The face was worked on 
a line approximately parallel to the road at the surface. 
were 
A heading was set out to the rise and branch roads set off 
A 
at regular intervals of 38'. The heading and branch 
roads were ripped 7 - 8 feet wide and the ripping, the 
thickness of the blaes band which varied in thickness from 
3'6" to 4'6" was divided evenly and built along each side 
of the roadways to form the roadside packs. Props ere 
set in line and at regular intervals of 3'6" and in rows 
behind the face. They were regularly withdrawn and re -set 
at the face. Diagram No.26 shows the position ßìf roads 
and packs with reference to face line, and demonstrates 
the arrangement one would find any day throughout the 
course of this investigation. The coal was undercut by 
hand to a depth of 2'6" to 2'9 ", and was filled into tubs 
and transported by hand to the main haulage. The face 
advanced very slowly, 4 ins. per day over a period of one 
year, The overlying beds subsided very gradually on 
the/ 
the packs, which, as in the other area, tivere invariably 
forced into the palerücnt. In both areas the se uence of 
events was very straightforward, and the reeulte free' the 
mining point of view very satisfactory - no fall end no 
sudden weights, just a gradual subsidence of tÌ e beds on 
the packs. The sinking of the packs into the pavement 
caused the floor in the roadways to heave badly, and, as 
a consequence, a reaeona.ble height of roadway -v,as difficult 
to maintain. s'd i en it was neceseery to increase the height 
c1 width of any roadway, the roe was ripped and the 
material transported to the surface where it was utilized 
in the anufacture of composition bricks. 
WEICGT BR LaS OR TRAC Ul :. . - 
These were generally badly defined and were 
somewhat difficult to discern; nevertheless, they invariably 
sloped or hided towards the waste. The 'line of break' 
followed the line of face, and it was observed some 
distance back in the waste area that although the sandstone 
overlying the blass band was fractured in a direction 
parallel to the line of face fracturing had also occurred 
in that bed in a direction parallel to the direction of 
advance of the face. 
INCIDENCE.- 
The distance between the fractures which were 
only discernible at t face, ( they could not be detected 
in advance of the face,) was very irregular, and did not 
seem to be connected to either the rate of advance or 




In any subsidence investigation the proper place 
to start observation: is at tae coal face; indeed, in view 
of the results obtained in. this investigation, observations 
in advonce of the coal face are also essential to the 
problem. Subsidence starts here and eventually extends 
to the surface. Since observations were Leade on the coal 
and on the blees band immediately overlying it, a careful 
Study of roof control was necessary if any of the many 
intricate problems involved were to be elucidated. The 
following is a brief review of tyre problem in general. 
The beds above the seam and, indeed, the beds 
under the seam may be considered as slabs or likened unto 
thin platee gripped or fixed at the ends :.ince they extend 
to 
inAthe solid on the faces of an area of excavation. As 
a general coneequer;ce of extracting the coal, E, e have a 
lo4ering of the roof (the superj.cent strata), a heaving 
of the pavement ( the subjacent strata) and coal compression 
so:,1ze short distance in advance of the face line, and perhaps 
lateral extension of the coal stratum, and the over and 
underlying beds, i.e., towards the waste area. This 
lateral movement, it should be noted, does not affect trie 
beds collectively; some beds .ray, and others ay not, move 
riorizontally. Indeed, the rnroveioent between the beds is 
differential and is influenced by the physical characteristics 
and strength properties: of the iiiu ividuel beds. It has 
recently been asserted that all the beds as they clove 
out..arde towards the waote area thin sonewhz.t. After a 
certei.n area of coal has been extracted the superjacent 
beds acquire k inetic energy. Roof control in all 
essentials means control of this energy; and the ideal to 
aim at is gradual absorption. The magnitude of this 
kinetic/ 
kine tic energy is unknown, and so far has not been success* 
:fully :measured. It is, ho:.ever, reflected on the supports 
and on trie beds themselves. These reflections are our 
chief guides in roof control. The kinetic energy is not 
constant,(and this fact calls f r careful surveillance 
at the foc ), but varies from day to day and from hour tc 
hour. This is inferred front the variations in the rate 
of subsidence` The cycle of operations at the coal face 
(cutting, stripping, brushing, packing, prop extracting) 
all exert an influence on the forces in action. The 
superjacent beds once in motion retain that motion for a 
considerable period. The motion is generally a maximum 
at the coal face, fadin g out some short distance in 
advance of the face, and extending back into the excavated 
area, Since motion is zero at the edge of the underdraw, 
a maximum at the coal face and some little eistance behind 
it, decreasing to zero in the area of waste consolidation, 
it is obvious that the greater the resistance offered to 
motion at the coal face the greater will be the control 
over the roof, and the less the final subsidence providing 
the support is of a. permanent character. In roof control, 
which embraces the roof and floor at, in advcnce, and 
in the waste area. behind the face, the primary support 
should be as permanent as possible. 'The only rational 
method of offering such support is by a series of eell- 
conditioned and constructed pack, and in thin regard width 
can be safely sacrificed if attention is directed towards 
ti. ììtness and stability. P ro`as, : ltiaough important in 
roof control, are es._enti.ally a secondary consideration 
in the ppbblem., and are essentially tep eorary in nature 
and position. Nevertheless, they should be as rigid a$ 
possible; their rigidity, ho "ever, must be governed by 
the amount of subsidence recorded as the roof passes from 




are eithdrawn .Yidgallo ho.: evc r of solve little subsidence 
without destruction. Props ehcb.ld check the initial 
deflection, reduce it to a minimum, and should only be in 
position for as short a period as possible. Packs should 
be built of the strongest material availeb1.e, and for effect 
t t.ive control should be '::ui7 t forward as close to the coal 
as circumstances will permit a4 coon es the roof hex been 
exposed. Delay in supporting the roof allov:s of rapid 
subsidence and generally fracturing of the belle. By 
maintaining a maximum heij ht at the coal face it is oocei rile 
to introduce a maximum height of pack. This reduce: 
(other things being equal) the amplitude of subsidence at 
the surface. Again, packs effectively distributed and 
built at the proper place and at the proper time (this 
applies equally to all face supporte) reduces the deflection 
of the roof over and in advance of the face to a minimum. 
Beds are fractured generally at the zones of maximum rate 
of change of deflection or subsidence, and it s:ouid be the 
aim to prevent fracturing in advance and over the face. 
In the area behind the face fracturing is not of much 
consequence. It should not be forgotten that bad roof 
control in one seam may make things particularly difficult 
in other seams above and even in seams below. Indeed it 
is generally under such circumstances that roof control 
is very difficult, if et all successful. The general 
process of subsidence over the lower seam fractures the 
bade over and under the higher semi. In reviewing roof 
control we are forced to the conclLzsien that the all important 
consideration ie the preservation of the strength properties 
of the different "Ledo. Whole or unfractured beds by 
virtue of their strength eropeet:i.es are capable, as Phillipsl 
has shown, of performing actual work, therefore of assisting 
in,/ 
ION 
1. Phillip, D.., Trans. Inst. Min. Enes., Vol. LXXX, 
1929 -1930. 
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support f the v rlyi-r:v beds. Fractured beds r. the k, .,r *. o 
on the ct-::sr hand, axe dead weie..:ts er loads on the supports 
and re inn oreeent::. 
BREAKS.- 
These are generally termed waste breai_s and 
usually hade or slope towards the waste. They are generally 
formed at the face, but .tiny be, and often are, formed in 
advance of it. To prevent tr_eir formation, as already 
steteu., is of primary importance; and this e n best be 
done by reducing t.tie deflection of the beds over, and in 
advance of the face, to a minimum. 
iT C. II)L CF 01 3J . C T U Tai ti . 
This is believed by many obeervers to be 
controlled by the depth of undercut; recent investigations, 
hov,ever, do not support this view. Dr. 'iinstanley 
demonstr : teu in his 9.nvestigat i.onoltlat those breaha are 
formed at zones of c eneentra. t ion of forces where the 
general subsidence starts some few feet in advance of the 
face. He also demunetra.ted that depth of undercut Lau 
little or no influence on the distance between them. He 
postulated "that a plane about IA iich any bed begins to 
t "su side independentlyof the bed below may be regarded as 
" "a fixing plane for that bed". Since the bed below offers 
support to the bed above, the fixing plane should progressive: 
:ly pass further towards the waste. However true this 
may be for the first few beds, obviously a stage is soon 
reacned wbere the opposite is the case since draw soon 
2 
becomes positive. Indeed, Eckardt states teat bending 
dnd gri ing causes increases in the horizontal zone affected, 
that/ 
1. Vinstanley, "Longwell Roof Control ", Trans. Inst. Yin. 
En,rs. , 1930 -31, Vol. LXXXI, p. 373. 
2. Eckardt, Gluc' --e of , Vol. L, 1 914, pp. 449 and 465. 
tl1et line UI'p;ress:ip'ely Etdv'- n cf`:i over ti f3 solid. 
I LU.I:IXE OF DEPTH ON COí'LIiIOì:íS UNDERGROUND.- 
Deth does not influence the conditions at the 
coal face. Prop pressures equal to toe observed in 
deep workings have been recorded in shallow workings. Since 
prop pressures are independent of depth it is reasonable 
to eug; est that the superjacent strata subside individually, 
and not collectively.,, as some authorities eugges. In 
the w ste area behind the face, depth is the dominating 
factors and exerts a decided influence on the pressures 
recorded. 
l'rj C ï cT1 : S . - 
There are two kinds of fracture or breaks, those 
due to bending and those due to ehear. Shear fractures 
are by far the meet il portE. t variet;; developed by subsidence, 
and gi c e rice tc the phenomena of positive draw. They re 
ch- ,racterised by the fo1l.oti? ing rea.tures: 
(1) They incline forward (over the unwrought 
deposit); 
(2) The fracture is smooth on the surface and 
its sides tend te press together. 
BET17)IilG MOMENT FR CTURES. - 
These are produced w,en a stratum comes under 
the influence of e bending moment sufficient in magnitude 
to cause the bed to fracture. This kind of fracture is 
characterised by (1) a backward hide; (2) a sagged 
irregular profile and (3) a tendency for the cleft to open. 
The second and third characteristics tend (during and after 
the subsidence process has ceased) to produce a permanent 
elongation of a fractured bed. Contrasted with shear 
fractures, which are generally, although not always, confined 
and 
to the higher streta tend to produce positive draw; bending 
A 
moment fractures (aithouge they do occur at ;_ ig:_er levels) 
are the kind which appear in the nether roof at, behind 







Taie observations conducted in advance of the coal 
face underground are ps rhaps the m.oet interesting of all 
those made underground. :1e claim that tais is a new line 
of investigation from the point of view of a suteidence 
enquiry. At the present time, however, the zone in 
advance of the line of race is being explored very thoroughly 
by a roof control investigator working under the supervision 
of the Safety in Mines Research Board. Prior to these 
investigations it was generally assumed that subsidence 
started at the coal face. We are now in a position, ho'.ever, 
to state definitely that vertical movement starts in 
advance of the coal Lace. The distance in advance must 
be variable, but distances as high as 751 have been record: 
:ed, and as a result, in the future, any consideration of 
the causes of draw will have to take into account this 
f et 
s albaum was one of the first to refer to the 
thinning of the coal stratum in advance of the face, End 
in this regard he made the following statement: 
"It is a matter of common observation (where 
'observation is possible), that the coal bed 
"adjacent to the face line (or goat' line) is less 
"than its normal thickness. The descent of the 
"root on the unworked coal stratum is a maximum at 
"the face line and runs out to nothing some little 
"distance beyond that line, i.e., into the 
"solid coals The measured distance of this zero 
'point from the line of face may be called the 
" °Underdraw9. This thinning or compression cannot 
"be easily de!nonstïE led in a system of longwall 
"advancing, but it may be readily observed in a 
"syste: of longwall retreating and in the second 
"working of a bord or pillar system ". 
E. Watson supported Halbau?a in regard to under 
draw, at longwall faces. He gave measurements !de in 
a heading driven in advance of a longwall face in the 
CannocW 
7.. Halbau:n, "Great Planes cf Strain in the Absolute Roofs 
of Mines ", Trans. Inst. sin. E;ngrs., íx , 1)05, page 175. 
9 - P 
Cannock Chase district. The section of the seam at the 
point of observation in the heading was: 
Top Coal.. 2115" 
Soft ÿ ireclayA e .. . 7H 
Bottum VVeloae.PCP 2'1940 
When the face reached the pint of measurement the section 
had become: 
Top 2'44) 
Soft F:ireclt,y.. , a . 5tt 
BottoT__ lot` l0 a r. N 9 . 0 210". 
A point of iüiportance here is that the coal was not so 
easily compressed as the fireclay. The coal was only 
reduced in height 2 ins. in 54, while the fireclay suffered 
the same reduction in 7". 
Many ._.ore observations on under draw are called 
for so that its relation to the following ray be ascertained: 
(1) Depth of seamy from the surface; 
(2) The thickness of the seam and method of mining; 
The inclination of the seam. 
1Draw1 over an advancing face is always less than that over 
a stationary face. It world be interesting to know if a 
similar increase in the extent of under draw occurs when 
a lace stops advancing. 
Our observations hereinafter described are 
somewhat incomplete, and the methods of measure.. cr.t on 
the crude side; nevertheless, they add to our knowledge 
of a branch of the subject where our knowledge is very 
scanty indeed. . 
METHOD GI MEASURING UNDER DRAW.- 
For the purpose of ,lieasurin under draws coal 
compression, lateral extension of the coal stratum towards 
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Table %o. 1'. Coal CorLEress ìon Measurements. 
Distance from Point of Point of Measurement 
Measurement to Coal 
Face 4 
6 feet (seam 24" thick) 
4'3" 
1'6" 













































stresses caused by the subsidence of the superincumbent 
beds; the face was stopped and a narrow road, 6 feet wide 
was 
and 6 feet high driven 60 feet in advance of the face line. 
The position of the road is shown on diagram No.2T. . Along 
the length of this road five recesses were cut to the full 
height of t .e seau and tWo feet into the side of tee roadway. 
In these recesses rods 1" in diameter (extending to within 
3" of the bottom of the 131aes band overlying the coal seam, 
see diagram No.L.B. ) were neraaneritly fixed in position by 
means of concrete. A series of preliminary measurements 
were then made to ensure that all movement had ceased before 
the face started to advance again. When all movement 
had ceased, the free was started and measurements were :amide 
(by means of a micrometer caliper graduated to 1/1000 of an 
inch)of the distance between the top of the vertical column 
and the bottom of the blaes band, and the position of the 
face with reletiori to the point of measurement recorded. 
The results of the observations and measurements are 
recorded on table Eo.1R.. , and the position of the face with 
relation to the point of measurement on the date of the 
successive observations is eho an on diagram No.18. . 
A perusal of the table, and an examination of the 
diagram, reveals that wren the face had advanced to within 
3' of column No. 1 the convergence of the roof and floor 
of the seam was 0.0 ?5°" at Ne. 1, and .003" at No 2. When 
the face had advanced still further to within .5' of column 
No 1, the convergence recorded at No. 1 and No.2 mas 
.035 ;, and .008`ß respectively. When the face was just in 
line with No. 1 column the final convergence observed was 
.07b This procedure was carried out as the face 
advanced to,and passed beyond tale other three vertia- columns, 
and, as a result of the observations and measure_._ents, we 
cari / yM1 
can state definitely that: 
, 
t 11 Underdraw was 17'; 
( 2) The maximum convergenc: of rooi ::1;c:u floor 
wc1 z 0277". 
PART II 
SIX T ION 1 
COAL C 0?a RF S S ION. 
The converaence of the roof and floor ( observed 
and measured in the preceding section) could be accounted 
for by any of the following: 
(1) Pure coe presei on of the coal; 
(2) Lateral extension of the coal strLtum 
towards the waste; 
(3) A combination of (1) and (2). 
To determine the amount of convergence due to 
coal compree Sion the following observations and measurements 
were made along the length of trie road described in the 
preceding section (a). our holes 3 feet long were bored 
in tiffe coal seem, two 3" from the top of t e seem and two 3" 
from the bottom. Bent steel rods 1" in diameter were 
permanently fixed in position in tiiìese holes by means of 
concrete. ,Diagram P<o.ES. shows the arrangement. Measure: 
:xieists were made of the distance between the ends of tbece 
rods by means of a micrometer caliper graduated to 1 /100001. 
The position of the face with reletion to the poirt of 
observation was a1: o noted. 
The results of the obi :.ervations are recorded 
that Uii tGLNI[, `áÜ. 1YJ, , and indicate l.iiclt ji,íiten the face was 4'3" 
from s the coal was compressed. .005 "; as the face advanced 
.compression increased, and was .O53" when the face was 
1.5' from s, and .116`II when the face had advanced to within 
1 ". 
The results of the eùservation5 and meaeurements 
at s were confirmed at k. 
(1) So far we are in a position to state definitely 
that part of the convergence of the roof 
and floor of the seam recorded in section 
(a) was due to pure compression of the 
coal; 




LATERAL EXTENSION OF THE COAL 
STRATUM TOWARDS TIM WASTE. 
Holes 3 feet long were bored in the coal at 
intervals along the length of the advance roach ay. Into 
these holes rawl plug- were driven and a brass screw nail 
was screwed into the centre of the plugs. Measurements 
were made of the distance between the centres of grooves 
in the screw nail heads to determine the magnitude of this 
movement. Despite careful. eb =ervation and measurement 





THL HORIZONTAL TENSILE AND 
COMPRESSIVE STRESSES INDUCED 
1ff THE BED OVERLYING THE 
GC)L STRATUM BY THE 
SUBSIDENCE OF THE 
SUPERINCUMBENT 
STRATA. 
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The e ovement of the immediate roof in a mine is 
the starting point of the subsidence process. Subsidence 
begins here and extends up\ :ards, and an investigation should 
io, lour suit. It i2 widely known that the fractures induced 
in the beds immediately overlying the coal sea:.. are generally 
inclined backwards towards the waste, and that at higher 
levels they may be inclined forward towards the unworked 
coal. We are, however, in the dark as to the cause of 
this change in direction, and precisely where this change 
occurs. !any more investigations are called 1'or in order 
that our knowledge of the processes involved in the subsidence 
of the beds super] ascent to the coal stratum may be increased. 
Observations in roadways situated in workings at higher 
levels than the seam being extracted should materially 
increase our knowledge in this regard. 
In view of the frequency of mining below a seam 
which has already been worked, it is remarkable how few 
are the recorded observations on the effects of subsidence 
as reNealed in wcrkinge lying at a i.igfeer levelr In tills 
regard the most interesting and instructive British Moser: 
1 
:nation on record is that of J.P. Kirkup . It relates to 
the extraction of the toa and bottom Busty seam from below 
the Haney. and Button Seams at the Burnhope Colliery, Durham. 
It was while working the top Busty (22° thick) that Mr. 
Kirkup noticed that the roads in the Hutton Seam, 279 feet 
above, were considerebly affected beyonc the edge of the 
wrought-out area in the toe Busty Seam. The movement was 
most evident in the Hutton stables where ti:e brick walls 
were fractured in a. direction inclining totards the Busty 
coal. On the haulage plane running parallel to the stEibles 
tre/ 
_---r-- 
1. Trane. Inst. kin. rngru., XXXI, 19L5-06, page 160. 
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the effects were marked, while, on the opposite side . tuwards 
t'ee Fell shaft stretching waÑ indicated by the opening of 
cement joints on an earthenware pipe lines as far as 150 feet 
beyond the stables and 30 feet from the shaft. Ir. Kirkup 
stated that the presence of a fault may have L rev en ted the 
disturbance reaching the shaft. 
In a commendably complete recent American 
investigation, which relates to the extraction of coal by 
the longwall method under tiffe working of a cernent mine 
s i tuL.ted 465 feet above the coal workings and 125 feet from 
l 
the euriace, R. Laird Auchnuty observed that the action 
in the cernent mine is similar to that observed on t _e surface. 
In the ee;.ient mine, however, instead of settlement there was 
a decided upthruet in advance of the coal face, and apparently 
settlement did not start until the coal face had advanced 75' 
beyond the point observed: The action referred to at the 
surface ie ground movement. 
ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS. 
For the purposes of this section horizontal steel 
rode were installed in the a.dv .nce roadway described in the 
preceding sections .. At intervals of 20 feet ',toles were 
bored tovarde the centre 'f the blaes bed. The holes dipped 
slightly (to facilitate the grouting in of anchor rods) 
and were 2'6" long. Short anchor rods were placed in 
these holes and permanently 'grouted' by means of cee,ent 
in their position. Horizontal extension rods 10 feet long 
were then connected by means of a screwed coupling to the 
anchor rods. The general arrangement of the rods is shown 
on diagram Ito. E8P . 
METHOD OF : E Fru RE,Lei . - 
Variations in the distance between the ends of the 
rods/ 
1. R. Laird Auchmuty, "Subsidence and Ground Movement in a 
Limestone Mine caused by Long';all Mining in a Coal Bed 
below ", Technical Publication No. 396, Amer. Inst. Min. 
& Met. Engrs. , 1931. 
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rods and between, tee sets of rods (points A, B and C, on 
the diagraii )were measured by means of a micrometer caliper 
graduated tc 1/1000 of an inch, and the poeition of the 
face with relation to trie point of measerement recorded. 
The eleasurements indicated the horizontal, tensile and 
compressive stresses induced in the blaes bed by the 
subsidence of the superjacent strata. 
RESULTS OF THE OBSERVATIONS AND :_ ASURE.'.i? NTS. - 
These are recorded on table and the 
sequence of events was as followst When the face was 
6' from colin No. 1, and 10'6° from the point A, the 
measurements indicated a horizontal extension of .006' 
in the distance between the ends of the rods at A. When 
the face had advanced to point 7'6" fro ,:i A, the 
extensions observed at A, B and C were 0.107 ", 0.003" 
and 0.003" respectively. The point of observation, C, 
was then 2246" in advance of tee line of face. The 
observations and measurements were continued as the face 
proceeded to advance toward and beyond the points A, B and 
C., and it was observed treat the distance between the ends 
of the rods at A and B progressively increased until the 
maxilmim increases of .475" and .516" respectively were 
recorded when the face wes 30 feet in advance of the point 
A. Thereafter the distance tetween the ends of the roda 
kradually decreased until the minimum extension 0.309" 
was recorded. Although the face still continued to 
advance the distance between the rods remained constant. 
'SNOT SITIO110 0 aAr S LTISE.T.0 
oro) pui (0) '(a) ) SRO 07S -US' 
I]: IHIrd 
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RESULTS AND CONLLTSIOPIS. 
(1) Vertical Movement cf the superjacent strata 
commences not at the coele face, but well in 




The distance in advances the under drawvaries. 
In this investigation it vas 17' , but distances 
up___to 75' have been recorded elsewhere. 
In view of the variable under draws recently 
recorded we su rest that the following factors 
ma influence under draw: 
(i) Depth inclination and thickness of seam; 
(ii) Nature of coal; 
(iii)Nature of x.rting between the sewn and 
the roof and between the seam and the 
pavement; 
( iv) Nature of super and subiacent strata; 
(v) The enera.:t method of minis l eup2orte 
and reinforcements); 
(vi) Presence or absence of water and the 
dischar ofas. 
The eoel stratum in advance of the coal face 
line is reduced in 't ei pt. The reduction in 
height is zero at tlïe edge of the underdrûw 
and iner.eRseE_provreAlatly tovard e the coal 
face linej where itica maximum. 
The m&xiMuT reduction in height recorded in 
this inveeti- -atìon vras ="1L_the thickness of 
the Beam 21". 
Although it is usual to refer to this 'thinning' 
of the coal stratum as a reduction in height, 
in view of trie iect that the pavement rises 
and the roof descends, a more appropriate term 
would be convergence of the beds. 
Dr. c.'inetanley1observed this converging movement 
75/ 
1. Wiristanley, Trans. Inst. /Ain. Engrs _, Vol. LXX?XI, page 
373 -4 
75t in advance of the coal face, that is, over the 
solid coal. 
(4) Convergence of the roof and pavement may be due t$s 
(i) Pure coal co_roresiorl assisted perhaps by 
the loss cf moisture and the discharge of 
gas; 
(ii) Lateral extension of the coal stratum 
tov:ards the waste; 
ar a coitfuild.tion of (i¡ and (ii). 
(5) The convergence recorded in this investigation 
was cue entirel to pure comaession of the 
coal, f ór__dg_spite careful observation and 
measurement lateral extension. of the coal 
Stratum towards the waste was not detected. 
The` absence of this L:ovenent may be due to 
the ecesive convergence of the roof and 
oavement of the seam a.t the coal Ì'ace a 
Konseauence of the slow rate of advance. of, 
the face,., which would materially increase the 
resistance offered to movement of the coal 
stratum in a ::,Qr.izntal direction. Further, 
tn.e pave ±e t-, an& t e upa er 12" of the coal 
seam a..re s oft4 algid, as a tonseguençe, movement 
in a vèrtica1 plane would be in the dir cticn 
of lest resistance. 
Âlthou h herizontal fauggent was not detected 
in this .nvestißation, the possibil of its 
existence should not be overlooked in á 
subsequent inquiry into to e subject. Indeed, 
the existence of this form of movement is now 
f irml establi thed _t ee enera) practice of 
side )res.i:ure in dee worki gs is 




In this regard Professor G. Knoxl, contributing 
2 
to the discussion on J.S. Carson's paper, made 
the following statement: 
"In the South Wales coalfield they were 
"subject to these (flow stresses) before thyy 
"got out any coal at 4lî, because the 
"stresses were so great that immediately 
"they took away au'a part of the support 
"the material began to flow". 
Again, Muiier3, as the result of a series of 
laboratory tests and experiments on carboniferous 
strata, claims to have confirmed Langecker's 
theory of the "latent working capacity of rocks" 
( 4vhien Langecker sty i;ee manifests practically 
in forward push and fissuring at the coal face); 
ai;d his observations on the forward push and 
fissuring of the coal i' ace. He states 
definitely, ro .ever, that these pnenoena will 
only persist so long as there are no appreciable 
resistances to be overcome. 
(6) The beds immediately overlying' the coal stratum 
are tiln tension in advance of the coal face line . 
The distance recorded in this investigation was 
22' 6 "_Lynderdraw_11'.') . 
(7) Tension extends beyond the point ahere vertical 
movement of the super'acer:t strata commences. 
(8) Two distinct stress ithases were_ observed as the 
face advanced towards, undeisr_d be orld the 
point of observation. The first phase is 
characterised by tension. which extends beyond 
the coal face line and increases uro ressive1y 
-I/ 
1. Knox, CoC Lier,_ Guardian, June 12, 1931, page 2062. 
2. Carson, Trane". Inet. tain. Enr-;rs. 
Muller, Glackaut / 4704o, 1930. 
(9) 
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áe the face advances towards and .=.0 ft. be and 
ihE {J2i'flt Qi Obeety tion l0 t3. maximum. Thereafter 
follows the secofld _st cLuring which the tension 
is graduaii T reduced and is finally superseded 
b;,r_compression. 
Ls a cnseauerce of fracturing. the beds overlying 
tile, c_okLj dr tuer: are aer:r nertly 
This must result in cor_eië ujb1e. horilentgl 
cor: ressi on which may ça.us side Ares ure in tjie 
roadways ( i. t u tech. irrlower bed. or beds just 
over the sec.!i) it the waste &.res behind the face. 
I the toper beds the beds immediate.- sub'acent 
to the surface) it will oroduce re- elevation 
towards the centre of the alined area.. 
(10) Az a result of the oúseivatiuns ors the horizontal, 
tensile and corr,uressive stresses induced in the 
bed overt inF>. the coal seams we suggest that 
bending -roduces iositive draw. 
11) Tension in advance of the coal face line is du@ 
to the bei, dins' and _gravity stresses on th beds, 
and tQ t e 'el ief a.ff ordeç by tkae loose side 







The control of the roof the foundation of 
rtining,and tige pack the foundation of roof central. Its 
importance, however, is net i1 .ited to roof control for, 
as we have demonstre ted in the foregoing pages, it is of 
prime importance in the control and limitation of surface 
subsidence. Indeed, if the observation made as a result 
of the subsidence investigation at Daiziel Colliery ß_cc, a 
general applicatior:,(when hydraulic stowing almost entirely 
eliminated drew, t ̂ :here it was generally extensive) she 
pack has a decied bearing on the extent of draw also. In 
this section of our work we have attempted to correlate 
the surface and underground subsidence, and for th et purpose 
we observed and "measured pack compression in two directions, 
viz: parallel and at right angles to the fr: ce line. Our 
attecnet at correlation, however, has not been very e tis: 
:factory. The presence cf old wor.kin .z in the vicinity 
of roads ?89, into the roadways of which subsidences 
occurred, ::rade an accurate correlation impossible. Never: 
: the? ess, information of some-little value with regard to 
the relation between pack compression and amplitude of 
subsidence was obtained and recorded. 
PACK COMPRE '« IGN OBSERVATION.- 
The heights of the roadside packs were measured 
on a line vertically underneath tcie surface line 1.. - 7i 
the object was to correlate the surface and underground 
subsidences. The figures are recorded on Table 1 o.4. 
The rise or heave in the roadways was not taken into 
consideretion, nevertheleee, it should not be forgotten 
that heave in the roadways and candies may contribute 
appreciably, particularly if the roadways and candies are 
wide, and the pavement soft, to the amplitude of surface 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 :Ö9 . 
made along the length of the roadway, No. 4 ( see diagram 
Igo. ), that is in a. directien parallel to the direction 
of advance of the coal ,face. '«e have plotted two profiles, 
one indicating pack copreeloh in the direction of advance 
of the face; and the other pack compression it right angles 
to t iat direction, diagrams No.3O' and No.31- reopective1y. 
Liagram No. 30. is a typical long ;all profile, the characteristic 
features of which are small subsidence in advance of thc3 
coal facer which is zero at the edge of the underw, and 
increases progressively to the coal face line where eubsidence 
over the solid coal is a maximum. From the coal face to 
a few yards behind it there is a rapid increase in the 
rate of subsidence 
is due to the small 
acid supports to the 
of the reef and rise of the floor, which 
initial resistance offered by the packs 
auteìdence of the beds over this area. 
This ie indicated by act... peninee of the pre isle gradient 
at that point. As we travel still further away from the 
face line, the packe begin to consolidate with a resultant 
increase in their resisting capacity, and a consequent flattent 
:irai; of our profile. Eventually we reach the area of 
pack consolidation in which vertical movement of the teds 
' d 
virtually ceaees, and where our profile is pe actically- flat. 
,PACK CQMP :ESSION ON A LINE PARALLEL TO THZ LIE OF FACE. - 
That there is a marked difference in the profile 
of a section plotted to measurements made in this direction 
is clearly shown on diagram No.31. The profile is typical 
of that obtaining in a restricted area from which the coal 
has been extracted by the longwail method of mining. 
study of the profile reveals that pack compress ion is 
maximum towards the centre of taie lire and decreases 
progrestively to a point beyond the ribside - over the 
solid_ coal - the edge of the underdraw:, where it is zero. 
It should be cbserve& that the ratio of the flattened 
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the line had been longer t-rAe ratio would have been increased, 
and the ratio of tLF end T:ortion, where compression iz 
relatively small, to the total 1.t:n;;tì. would have keen 
reduced. These ratios ho-°at_ an iu<pextant bearing on 
surface da.-.sge9 see Puxt N°1 , v:ec.ti%pN°.5. of this work. 
Another importe._:t Jointovhicy>i diagram No. Sr. clearly demons 
t stmtes, is the marked resellib7.ance of the surface and 
underground contours plotted on a line of ex.?ct.;.y the same 
plan poÿit:l.oT1. 
GIfYïOiCO 11.1tr Iril1S7;.-it- 






RESULT ti AND .^. TL;CJ [3.SI;)tisi. 
';'e purposed at the outset of ttis work to 
cürrelc..te the ;.urftce: ad underaround. 
subsidences, and, indeed, otservaticrg 
and measure.ler,.ts were mede for that purpose. 
Unfortunately, ho;, ev er, subsidences occurred 
in roadways s,itua.ted in a ser.m 14' below 
the Colinburn Coril. Seam, and, es a result, 
the amplitude of the sur.rFacF subsidence 
was out of all proportion to the rx-Gk 
co::ip r:wi.:c on obsorveci unc.rgr ound.. Nevers 
. tIic1 ess, robbed as we are of the first 
fruits of our labours, a fey, interestin` 
facts were observed. 
( 2) r} of ._:akimurg_pacl: corare; sion coinc:ide 
Siíiti"1 ZQaG' iJf i«X1IItLCiíl LII".i tll(í^ nf s urfau 
subsidence. It therefore Á'o11.o°,-a that 
the am-, litucie cf surface subsidence can be 
red-L::cec: by increasin&t<<e. resist nee of th,4 
:,v._s to con.r.;rec.sion. 
.`tioad"1`Fa.""S in i-;:urkit"à;^'."i situated, below the 
seam being crorked ma colla.-ase and fi il up 
after the wozkinr7s at the hioner level 
have advanced beyond thE_;;;and thereby 
increasc the auzpZitud of surface subsidence. 
( 4) The resistance offered i.yy t;':3e p2c'?s to 
compression depends on arnon'T -other factors) 
the condition of tiffe material of which 
they are built. -..., 
In the vicinity of the roads 7 b 9 ( see 
diaraYn No.A ) beds overlyintz the 
CoIinburn eoal Seam had been severely. 
fractured 11 t.!e? QrorkizuL of tìie ironstone 
seam/ 
se.L,L kf.:7 a rc,31.41. th9 
materi1 was small 
.111111 
C 1.-..11 thizi ari. j)a.a;.ant 
No.t1 . 
(5) Pack heiiitz, indicae t eifectivness or 
oterise of 1,J:)ot of tLe o-erations 
iLvolved in roof contfoi. Thtim (ii 4Ne 
consider pack ileights .ak ij 
4irection ef ti.dvaafTLI of ti-le face) ii tae 
initial hell;LILgso2ded t tIA_Lce i* 
much lne2 thn t,ileift of the se6:1., the 
suoorte aA7e not rid enou,111, 
1 eiwz introdcedt_ or 
the tnterval of tia;;tfiLaRiaatween 
t.::e extraction of tile coal and '1, intro; 
:J40ti3n 01 ti.;:e pack is too 4.!eat. Aain, 
if there a r-,-) id redt..c,i in t; ;ack 
riot been proerl built ana tintened to 
the roofi_anCt if t'ne ra,id reUcLion 
zaiist2 a ìij or to te 
:ntd iidin and ze o oack are 
not atisfactor- 
115 . 
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In the iollo7,ino-. brief zoorvey uf recent vork 
bearing upon Minn Eubsidence, our chief purpose 
to sumarily review the :000ln conclusions arrived ct 
the fore.iost 3orkerz, ftw of t rocert 
Vhile litt2e er rio clvrnce haz 'becn mae ir -lrooinr77 the 
suli,ject on a ratio.. scm? usefo7 investi oUoilz have 
been carried out End :orky valuable contributiorz added 
to our suIsidence literoture. 
The outlook toyards zutzdence rezefreo. htol- 
decidedly cl-anged within reccnt years. OT:smations prior 
to the last 20 year cc almort invarially limited to 
levellingz run acrool, the surface under roiet irir .oas 
droceeding; little or no infornation tzoz fornish 0 to 
tioe underground operatioLz and nature cf zut and zuperocent 
stratalalthough soch data arc essential to the probirT:: 
Indeed, a study of the records :;,ivez. the iroro.,ion t'aat 
the only data ezzential to study of the Irobler are 
the depth and inclination of the seam. 
The most recent investigations, e.f.7., tce 
of r:utledue, Auchmuty and Thornsycroft, hosver, f,re 
chs.ractIised by their co oloel-itoo and co-ordimtion, 
lievertheless, even in those inveotigationz tnere is still 
room for improvement, and Turther synchronisation of 
durface and underground obzeovations would have materially 
increaeed their value. m- loere still remains a large and 
fruitful field for research, and we set out below- a few 
directions of attack from which valuatle information, which 
may be helpful in the elucidation of tue olany intricate 
problems which characte:ise tac .¡Aienomena, may proceed: 
Lateral and longitudin1 movement of rook 
masses in workings in a seam situated at 
higher levels than the one being wrought. 
( 
2) Lateral tension and compression induced 
above, behind and in advance of lonL'oall 
faces, :ta in orkiNFI3 situated above the 
seam being worked. 
LA/ 
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Maximum; bord- and -pillar. 
Bord-and-piller. 
Longwall with coal -- cutting 
machines. Three higher 
seams had been worked 20 
years before. 
Bord -and- pillar. 
Maxie i7rn; bord- and- piii.l: r. 
Working to the rise. 
75 per cent. in extreme 
cases. 
IMO 
Lo.ngwal l . 
' verage Coal Measure 
Strata, free from massive 
rock. 
110. 
Ordinary packing; longwall. 
Tight packing; longwall. 
Coal YeasF:.re-5.p L`" per cent. 
@h1esÿ 40 Per ceT`ts 
sandstones; overlain by 
40 - 6o feet of drift. 
Long-wall 
40. 
Longwal l. Removing, wide 
strips of coal; vaste on 
each side. 
Strata friable, except for 
one 30 -ft; bed of rock. 
Small all )1itude attributed 
to Batley Sandstone 




The proc esL e8 cf eYt.ear i2.v and ter!c' irij In 
the werkilîg33 of a seam S:.t:i.+atea aCc$i the 
see e: 'eE'á ni?' t.'C1r.{ ;a. 
(41 Be?"ievg:.ei a°: e;.-n.er cf fracture of cerboni.fer3 
tous roc:es when .kbj ecteci to horizontal,' 
vert iC_.l r:.' stres`: j`s. 
The lines of attack set out .ftov : are all directed 
to the field between the coal face and the surface, a field 
of research which has been woefully neglected in the pu.et 
and from which reliable information as to cau:icS Jï: draw, 
peCíats the most prEâs11g í;ceel31ti of ehe problem, will 
undoubtedly be obtained. 
A,.rnT 
,T, i. (1 nTT C-,2?.-r r .. .-...,z_ ;.ls. r :.. ,.,,:: . 
The amplitude of su-beidence is characterised by 
its extreme variability. But ^enel el.ly, amplitude diminish: 
:es as depth inGreRF.ee. This diminution is quite naturel 
when one cone:icTere that the ?rep of settl.ernent; ie zenera.11y 
increased with depth. The rate of diminution, '_ovieuer, 
is not isnic except for shallow depths, it keine reterded 
by ;;.?;: incrF"eec? pïeese.re ( ut^,::e-cfr,:.re compif:s:iior,.) suffered 
by the fractured aec?:s in the riirleri aree. 
ELATIO1YSHIP BETtEZN AMPLITUDE OT SUBSIDENCE AND THICKNESS 
Mn a consideration of this ref etianehip the ratio 
ari itudg áulesidence 
thickness of seam 
is useful. That it is extremely variable is demonstrated 
on the appended chart (Talle ìßo. i5. after Briggs). Tne 
cause of the variation, noeeVer, is di t icult to decide, 
but among a nost of variables we hove the f olIoti in ; of first 
eúoment: 
The method of mining; 
The method of packing; complete - :. rtial or 
not at all; 
The presence of old workings over and under 
the seam being extracted. Stoop and room 
workings have an enormous effect, especially 
if the stoops left are snail; 
d) Nature of pac-kin material; 




(f) Nature of surface. 
The importance of the nature of the material 
and the method of packing cannot be over estimated. In 
this regard instances are on record where, when the hydraulic 
process of packing was used, the ratio s/t was only 1120° 
and Hudspeth cites a number of instances in which the 
amplitude varies from 5% to 32%, *line in the Liege 
coalfield this method of packing reduced the amplitude cf 
subsidence from 50 to 20. A British example, that of 
Dalziel Colliery, is very striking: a 4-feet seam was 
extracted with an s/t ratio of 1 : 6, vile draw (which 
generally was very extensive) was almost entirely eliminated. 
.The best results are obtained by this process When complete 
sand stowing is applied in virgin areas. 
Surfeeing up with regard to the influence of 
hydraulic stowing over amplitude of subsidence, Hudspeth 1 
made the following significant statement: 
"Hydraulic stowing does for shallow workings 
"what depth does for deep workings. It causes a 
"more regular end equal settlement of the surface; 
"it tends to avoid these irregularities in the settle: 
"ment of the surface, which cause surface daelage. 
"Its advantages in avoiding surface damage are 
"necessarily relative, in so far as in thin seams 
"practically unstowed at large depths cause, less 
"da_ age than a shallow thick seam stowed hydraulically". 
RELATIONBLTEEIT AMPLITULE AND DIP.- 
The Dortmund Board found that Lenerelly amplitude 
decreases with increases of dip. Their findings, based 


















The figures slove refer to Westphalian mines where stowage 
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a 
the result is reversed the 
area of settlement diminishes and, 3s a consequence, the 
ratio s, t increases. At 900, the maximum, the beds may 
slip between the roof and pavement, and in general the 
area of settlement is V- shaped and deep. 
:=ATION LET'sIL N AL Pz,ITUDE AID - 
In this regard Dr. Briggs supplied some very 
useful graphs and information in a recent contribution) to 
the subject. He also discussed the various factors 
influencing the relationship. The graphs are very useful 
and indicate that the ai litude of subsidence decreases 
as the depth increases. Dr, Briggs plotted percentage 
subsidence against the depth of the working in feet on 
one, and amplitude of subsidence against the depth of the 
working on the other (see diagrams and No.--54-). 
To smother out the aberrances as much as possible he 
graphed the mean values relating to each successive 200 feet 
up to a depth of 3200, a;lc indicated the relative weight 
of the :weans by writing the number of observetions averaged. 
Thus the first point expressing the subsidence for depths 
from 0 .- 200 feet (percentage subsidence 66) plotted 
a ain, 4 tLe depth 100 feet, is the mean of two results, 
and the second point, which refers to depth from 200 -400 feet 
is the mean of seven observations and so on. 
The curve is the grape of 
400 
¡ ,, Subsidence 
400 
+ 
where d = the depth of the seam stated in hundreds of feet. 
This is one of the most controversial branches 
of mining subsidence. Measurement of the extent of drew 
if one of tue simplest, and an explanation of the causes 
one/ 
1. Briggs, "Subsidence Problems ", Colliery Engineering 
Jan. 1930, pages 21 - 23. 
Table,. N.°/b. 
one of the most diffic it problems facing the investigator. 
Little or no advance bad been made towards tige solution of 
phis problem; nevertheless the last quarter of a century 
has not been entirely unfruitful in this regard; ve have. 
already referred to tiffe contributions of Professors Louis 
and Brig,;.. The eroblem is being attacked froel new 
directions, and -oe ere confident th&t, as a reeult of the 
i. vestigaticns into the behaviour and manner of fracture 
of coal measure strata when subjected to forces acting in 
various directions, much valuable light will be thrown 
into tige obscurities of this important and baffling branch 
of ;pining subsidence. Draw, like amplitude, and .:zany of 
the other phases of the phenomena, is characterised by its 
extre...e variability. A list of British observations on 
draw is appended hereto, Table No.16 . The list is taken 
from Dr. Briggs' admirable book "Mining Subsidence ". 
On perusal, the true significance of variability 
becomes apparent. Since the variables are almost 
innumerable, the subject is not amenable to mathematical 
analysis and still less to .: athematical synthesis. 
Empirical formula; hog:. ever, are sometimes useful and will 
probably become more so as experience extends and becomes 
more available. 
BRA ti'd :)V R DTP WORKINGS.- 
It is generally conceded that draw over a face 
proceeding to tr.Le dip will be greater than that over a 
face proceeding to the rise. This, now ever, is not general. 
An examination of the many rules and formulae compiled 
for the determination of the size and position of supporting 
pillars in an inclined seam shows the paucity of our 
information. The angle of draw over dip faces is generally 
assumed to increase as the inclination of the beds increases 
until, at a certain dip, the angle reaches a limiting or 
critical value beyond which there is no corresponding 
increase / 
Observer. District 
Baker, J.P.... W. Bromwich 
Binney, - m.... 
Dixon, J. S. . ..Lanürks'r;.ire 
:Gr on, Ditto 
Bltringñ.am, J.. orthu_71berland 
Goodwin, J.. e I nca,shire 
Greenwell, G.C.S. Staffs. 
Hassam, A... . . Staffs. 
Hay, Shirebrook, 
Derbyshire 
Hedley,. A.M. .. Cleveland, 
Yorks. 
;:1 +.... 'E`-$I T'F:!Acteeeté?r 
Llo,rct, ;!aD. . . . .IYorksnire 
Mitton, A.D.... Yorkshire 
()'Donahue, T.A.Lancashire 
Peace, W.......Near Ashton, 
Lanes. 
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90 
Remarks. 
Church standing on a thick sand bed, 
30 ft. brick clay at surface. 
Bord- and -pillar, broken- z'dorking. 
Strata contains 219 ft. sandstone 
and 48 ft. boulder clay. 
Retreat, 34 ft. a month. 
Longwell, with machines. Three 
higher sea. is wrought 20 years 
before. 
Bord- and -pillar. 
Do. 
Dip faces. 
(Draw over strike faces, 5 - 7 °e) 
Three seeiis worked 1ongwall. 
Draw measured. when face moving. 
Section includes 80 ft. Ma' :nesian 
Limestone. 
Longwell. 
?_!a,xii; um for normal strata overlain 
by level bed of clay or soil. 
L o ngwal l . 
Maximum where sandstone extends to 
surface; not overlain by clay. 
Longwell. 
Maximum when boulder clay has, to a 
substantial extent, replaced 
solid measures. Longwell. 
Rip face. 
Longra11; fare ßr^11 el to dip; 
rate of advance, 150 -270 ft. 
a year. No faults. Roof, 21 
ft. bind; then 45 ft. sandstone. 
Rise face. 
Dip face. 
Maximum on ri e 
Rise face. 
Dip face. 
'Maximum, rise face. 
Dip face. 
180 ft. of drift over Coal 
Measures. Dip face. 
Rise face. 
L ongvi il. Rate of advance about 
150 ft. a year. Measuretient 
made when face was droving. 
Longeell. Dip face. 
Longwell. Rise face. 
Longwell. Dip face. 
Exceptional case. Subslalence 
caused landslide. 
House standing on freestone. 
No draw when face i-:ctuelly moving. 
Average value; 5 seams removed. 
face, 
When longwall feces moving. 
When faces stationary. 
Longwall. Measurement made when 
face WFS moving. 
119% 
one of the most difficult problems facing the investigator. 
Little or no advance had been made towards the solution of 
his problem; nevertheless tiie last quarter of a century 
has not been entirely unfruitful in this regard; Ae h_:ve 
already referred to the contributions of Professors Louis 
and .trigze. The problem is being attacked from new 
directions, and we are confident th.t, as a result of the 
i. ivestigE :ticns into the behaviour and manner of fracture 
of coal measure strata when subjected to forces acting in 
various direct ion: , much valuable light will be thrown 
into the obscurities of this important and baffling branch 
of mining subsidence. Draw, like amplitude, and many of 
the other phases of the phenomena, is characterised by its 
extreee variability. A list of British observations on 
draw is appended hereto, Table No.16 . The list is taken 
from Dr. Briggs' ad eirable book "Mining Subsidence ". 
On perusal, the true significance of variability 
becomes apparent. Since the variables are almost 
innumerable, the subject is not amenable to mathematical 
analysis and still lese to . :athematical synthesis. 
Empirical formulae, ho :. ever, are sometimes useful and will 
probablj become more so as experience extends and becomes 
more available. 
DRAW OVER DIR WORKINGS.- 
It is generally conceded that draw over a face 
proceeding to tne dip will be greater than that over a 
face proceeding to the rise. This, nova ever, is not general. 
An examination of the many rules and formulae compiled 
for the determination of the size and position of supporting 
pillars in an inclined seam shows the paucity of our 
information. The angle of draw over dip faces is generally 
assumed to increase as the inclination of the 
beds increases 
until, at a certain dip, the angle reaches a limiting 
or 
critical value beyond which there is no corresponding 
increase/ 
120. 
increase in the angle of draw. 
Within recent years the suggested value of this 
limiting angle of dip has been altered, and in this regard 
T.A. O'Donahue (a well -known exponent of the critical angle) 
has altered his original rule, and now tentatively adverr es 
the rule below: 
Draw to the Dip Side = 16 + 0.3 of the 
inclination - an inceease of 110. 
Indeed, the general trend (ae is ehown in the table below) 
is towards higher values. 
Observer Date Critical Angle of Draw. 
Dickinson 1898 
O' D onahue 1907 240 
Dortmund -eoard 1907 e 
O'Doriahue 1929 70° (tentatively) 
18° 
DRAW OVER RISE WORKIN9S. 
Reliable Information of draw over rise workings 
is scanty, even more so than that of draw over dip workings; 
but despite the inevitable e=options the gcrr: ra' relation: 
:ship between draw and inclinati"ón` is clear and unmistakeable. 
increases of inclination generally dinainieh the draw over 
faces proceeding to /the rise. We record below some 
recent observations, five of which confirm the general 
consensus of opinion, while that furnished by C.T. Jackson 
is an example of the %nev i table exceptions". 
''Donahue obsel :ved tnat drew was nil over a face 
proceeding to the rise when tee inclination was 200, and 
negative when the inclination had increased to 45 
Lea found tine following email values of drew 
occurring over workings in South Wales: 
(a) Draw over a seam 6' thick, tieing i in 14, 
was negative over a rise face. 
(b) Draw over a seam at a depth of 1751' was 




(c) Dr .ienover a sein at a depth of 2100' was 
1-11' over the dip face and -60.30' over 
the rise face 
while Iir. C.T. Jackson furnished information which revealed 
that i, _e a e;le of draw over the wcrkileeze of an 18'8t0 seam 
lying at a depth. of 200', where the superjacent carboniferous 
rocks were capped by Mesozic marls and sandstones, was 200.17' 
over a dip face, and 250.31' over a rise face. The gradient 
towards the die was 1 in lb, and towards the rise 1 in 11. 
With regard to the determination of the extent 
of draw over highly inclined workings, due regard should 
be given. to the poss iI i:i.i ty of the beds 'slipping' or 
al cï; 
ici.ovingAtiie planes of s-tre Vification., since such a movement 
has the tendency to enora;cusiy increase the extent of draw. 
Sui =inning up, we may state that generally 
"over dip faces an increase of dip involves 
D'an increase of draw, until in the vicinity of 65 to 
"70° an inclination is reached beyond which the angle 
"of draw will diminish. On the rise a steepening of 
"the gradient will in the majority of the cases cause 
"a decrease in the angle of drew,which may eventually 
"become zero and even negative, but -,.n inclination 
"will eventea,lly be reached beyond which the angle 
"of draw will increase again. This critical angle 
"will be comparatively low (350), if dip slipping 
"takes place, and comparatively. high. (650) ,perhaps, if 
"din slipping is absent. When the inclination is 
"900 the drew over workings proceeding ' :o -fte rise 
"will be positive!: 1 
DRAVi ./ß:.61 TH ICE1TSS 01 SLAM.- 
There ? e no direct evidence to prove 'th .t the 
thickness of the deposit extracted influences the extent 
of draw. 
DEPTH .AND , ,RAIrr. - 
It is best to assulao once bedrock is reached that 
draw ie unaffected by C'e)th. 
SURFACE DEPOSITS ,A:t D DPJ ad. - 
The beds immediately under the surface have an 
impoi tan t/ 
1. H. s- riggs, "Subsidence Problems ", Colliery Enc.ineerinc, 
h ebrue.ry, 1931. 
122. 
important bearing on the extent of draw. Running sands 
and peat moss deposits have been responsitle for many 
exceedingly long draws. Their influence on the extent 
of draw is controlled by the amount of fluid they contain. 
R. L. AUCEMDT 
Technical Publication No. 396, American 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineers. 
'Subsidence and Ground Movement in a 
Limestone 2i.ine Caused by Longwall Mining 
in a Coal Seam Below': 
The records of this investigation are p_rhaps 
the most complete of any records to be found in this or 
any other country. These records covered a. period of more 
than three years, and were compiled and used as evidence 
during the suit of the Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company 
versus The Oglesby Coal Company Ltd., La Salle County, Ill., 
in which the cement company successfully endeavoured to 
stop the coal company from mining under their property. 
In this investigation a series of bench marks 
were established at the surface, and in the workings of the 
cement mine, and observations as to vertical and both 
lateral and longitudinal movement were made from time to 
time. In all there were 145 surface monuments a.nd over 
300 pillar plugs, and several base lines in the limestone 
mine workings. The movements were detected by re-location 
surveys and levellings at definite intervals. The surveys 
were made by 3 independent parties, and the results checked 
against each other. We append hereto diagrams showing 
lateml, longitudinal and vertical movement , and draw over 
the solid coal. 
Results of Observations on Vertical Movement at the Surface.- 
Settlement started 100 - 3001 in advance of the 
coal face line, and tne surface subsided a year before the 
coal/ 
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12. 
coal directly underneath was mined. Preceding settlement 
a slight uplift or upthrust action amounting to 0.041' was 
recorded, and settlement of the surface took place three 
years after the coal directly underneath had been removed. 
Reults of observations in the cement v.orkins situated 12 ft. 
below the surfa:ce and ,aj -470 flet above te coal 
workinr's.- 
The ground movement in the cement workinns was 
similar- to the ground movement at the surface, but it was 
observed that, instead of settlement, there was a decided 
upthrust in advance of the face, and settlement did not 
start until the face had advanced 75 feet beyond the point 
observed. 
Results .f the observations on Lateral and Longitudinal 
Movement.- 
have a4 Tended hereto diagrams (after Auchmuty) 
illustrating this form of movement. Thur prove conclusively 
that this form of movement is of an oscillating character 
rather than in one direction, and that the direction of 
movement is influenced by the line, and direction of 
advance, of the face. Thus, when the line of the coal 
lace was swung round from appro±imately tiffe North and south 
direction at station No. 60 (see diagram No.65. ) to N.N.E., 
as the line of face crossed. station No. 65 and approached 
stations Nos. 66 and 67, tne alteration in direction was 
accompanied by a corresponding alteration in the direction 
of horizontal movement. This observation is very clearly 
confirmed when we contrast the movement of station No. 60 
with the direction and magnitude of that of stations Nos. 
66 and 67. 
In reviewing Juchmuty's work we are struck by 
its completeness and co- ordination, and by the commendable 
way in which it has been presented; but in the section 
devoted./ 
124. 
devoted to lateral and longitudinal movement there are a 
few glaring weaknesses. His observations and relocation 
surveys have always been too late in being initiated and, 
as a consequence, his movement die grams are somewhat 
misleading unless the fact that they do not demonstre.te 
the entire cycle of ...ove:.:rat is kept in mind. The 
movement of stations No. 53 to 65, recorded on the L2nd 
December, 1917, when it should be observed the face had 
advanced beyond all these stations, is characteristic of 
the second phase of tae movement processes (see our 
observations and movement i` grails) in which the movement 
and final displacement is in the direction of advance of 
the face. Further, the face is a considerable distance 
behind stations No. 66 and 67 on the date of the first 
two observation: made 1.6 tais area, and, as a result, the 
movement recorded is that of the first and second Phases 
of the process which are characterised by movement in the 
opposite direction to that of advance of the face (phse 
No. 1) and in the same direction (phase No. 2). Although 
his movement diagrams are very valuable, they would have 
been more instructive if observations had been made at 
shorter intervals, for undoubtedly parts of the general 
cycle of movement are missed when periods of three months 
are allowed to elapse between the successive observations. 
W. ThOENEYCROJT' S INVESTIGATION.- 
Technical Publication No. 398, American 
Institute of Yining and Metallurgical 
Engineers, 
"The Effects on Buildings of Ground Movement, 
and Subsidence Caused by Longv;a11 Yining ". 
In the general introduction to this work we 
enumerated the 'heads' for ingLiry suggested by ?SKr. Thorney: 
:croft, who has recently followed up his suggestion by an 
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cha.zact.iietic curvee of trae waves of subsidence. .:e do 
not pro lose to review the whole publiceti on, but to limit 
our obscrvatione to the first part, which relytes to the 
extraction of the 20" coal bed situated about 490 feet 
below the surface and 90 feet above a. mined out area in 
a 5 foot seam, which had been mined 12 years earlier. 
The workings of both seams advanced under and 
beyond Plean House, a building of massive stone construction 
built over a century ago, in which %r. Thorneycroft resided 
through the undermining period, and to which no perceptible 
damage was done by the remover of the coal. The most 
instructive of his observations were made on this house, 
those on subsidence curves. The method used was somewhat 
novel and involved the hanging of long plumb bob lines 
from the eaves at the four corners of the house. The 
paths of the respective plumb bob lines were t_aced on 
level surfaces, and incidentally the ariglee made by the 
house wills and the plumb bob lines gave measures of the 
slope of the subsidence wave at the respective points. 
We append hereto dia.grayis (after Thorneycroft) 
illustrating the mechanics of subsidence and the ::ìovelents 
of the four plumb bob lines. 
Summarizing Thorneycroft's data, we observe that, 
when the house with relation to the face was in the position 
AB, the house was tilted away from the advancing lace by 
the slight uplift indicated at B, and, neglecting side 
movement, the Lieuse returned to the vertical about B; then 
tilted backwards as the face advanced until the curve of 
the wave of subsidence was reversed, the house eventually 
assuming a vertical position at D. The typical movement 
of the plumb lines on a horizontal and vertical plane is 
shown on diagrams No.3944O- 
He states that tension is coincident with the 
forward and compression with the backward tilting of the 
house/ 
house. 
The observations worthy of note in this 
contribution are: 
(1) The uplift of 24' in advance of tl e 
face. 
(2) Trie forward tilting of the house. 
(This has never hitherto been detected) 
(3) The positive draw indicated in every 
example quoted. 
(4) The absence of da,age to Plean House. 
1 
PHILLIPS' INVESTiG:eT'IQN.- 
Phillips has recently carried out a series of 
experiments on coal measure strata., which were concerned 
chiefly with the nature and physical properties and manner 
of fracture of these rocks. He demonstrated that beds 
are capable of doing actual work, thus a bed deflects 
under a certain load,and rises, or the deflection is 
reduced on a reduction of the load. Luis chief conclusions 
were as under: 
(1) The terms given to the different members 
of the coal il:easure strata are vague; 
each term includes varieties having 
different mechanical constitution and 
texture. The variation is reflected 
in their behaviour under load. 
(2) The modulus of rupture of the rocks 
indicates that they are strong enough to 
hold their own loads under wide spans. 
(3) Within certain limits of stress the rocks 
behave like an elastic sub..atance. 
(4) A rough relation exists between the 
mecrianicel constitution and the modulus 
of elasticity of the rocks tested. 
(5) The modulus of elasticity will not account 
for large roof deflections. 
(6)/ 
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(6) tiren : o_ee i ocke defleót under a t ren verse 
load there are two movements to consider: 
(a) an immediate deflection on applice.tion 
ob iced, and 
(b) a. further yield w1th tieee. 
The immediate deflection ie not affected 
by the time yield, but is directly propot: 
tiona.l to the :tress. The time yield 
for 24 hours increases with equal increments 
up to a certain stress. With further 
stresses it increases progressively until 
tige rock finally breaks, 
(7) The time yield may persist and may account 
for some of the large deflections that 
have been recorded. 
An important observation is that within 
certain limits of stress both deflections 
are recoverable. 
(9) On relief of stress within the elastic 
limit rock beams are able to perform work. 
(10) Moisture has a pronounced effect on the 
time y ieid; ii acting for sufficient 
time it will cause the rock to fracture. 
The treat eeT tt in this case was very 
drastic after the first hour the rock beam 
cwet. overed. by the (wetting) week was thoroughly 
The most important of .Phillips' conclusions are 
Nos. (8) and. (9), which point to the advisability of keepitg 
tie beds intact and in contact during subsidence at the 
coal face; in other words, if the beds are not excessively 
stressed, or deflected, they retain their strength 
property and materially assist in the control and absorption 
of kinetic energy by limiting the disturbance of equili: 
:briuin and in the prevention of excessive concentration of 
forces at and in advance of the face line. If a bed is 
fractured it acts as a dead load on the other beefs and 
supports, and thus may contribute to the fracturing of 
others by producing excess ive deflection or stress. 
c 
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1.g ÇL s2 .BRÏGG°S "ATT-. AT Ary. . A-": "'.;B D_JCE11... 
This important coiitribetion appears in 1927. The 
following is a summary. He etates that when a seam of 
coal is removed the rocks adjust tr.emeelveb tu the new 
conditions in any or all of t _e four ways, nw e?ys 
By fracturing under shear 
°1 f1 °° tension 
0° bending without fracture 
°I flowing. 
When coal breaks under compression it shears along a plane 
inclined at a:i allele to the direction of maximum pressure, 
the an ;1e being determined by the strength characteristics 
cf the rocks. A tension fracture on the other 'nand 
taSee piece at right angles to the tensile stress. The 
rocks lying over a seem should be considered as individuals 
eech pou esci.ng and exercising special chera.cteristics 
cf stcnkrth and flexibility under the same stress one bed 
bends another breaks, He advances the following as the 
mechanism of subsidence over a flat seam worked on the 
long_wall system, cleavage obi other natural planes of 
weakness being F7isregeriled. The diagram, No,4l, , 
illustrates a coal fece working regularly to the rig it 
hare.. The .mmediete roof (1) is sandstone which fractures. 
Above is a band of shale w_.ich bends. Weight breaks 
are developing in the sandstone and niasses are falling 
c;irrey; under this action the bed loses coherence and 
continuity. The overhanging position, A, is a cantilever 
loaded on its top surf ce and bearing its ov;n weight, The 
upper bands of A are in tension; this induces cracks 
which are more or lest: vertical and extend downwards. If 
the face had been stetionary a freshly Pori ing weight break 
would have haled only slightly from the vertical. The 
face is however advancing and the actual break is induced 
to follow it. It therefore tekes an irregular line with 
a ccnsiderbble average had.e. The angle of the weig-i:t 
break,/ 
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break eeeme te deeend upon the reste of adv rice, Leith slow 
ratee of advance the line i : ne rly vertical. The distance 
between the e° weight breaks eeerie to be a function of the 
depth ci' undercut and rate of advance. 
Adjuetelent of the rocf to the new conditions 
is a slow process, bending is particular in this regard. 
Led No. 2 in the diagram is in tension at E and may be in 
tension at the point of inflexion, D; at these placee 
vertical crecke appear; if these cracks extend fa.r enough, 
the bed may break and a eucden set occurs in the waste. 
The figere ho.¡l . illuetr .tes üening and 
dietinctly shows the possibility of a negative draw only 
on an advancing face. Should the face stop, then the 
euperj ac er t strata i& left in the form oí an overhung 
cantilever (which is eueentially unstable) and which must 
eventually give positive draiì. 
Shear planes reading over the unworked part of 
the s ca l and causing the positive and more orthodox type 
of draw are indicated at CB, ED, HG, etc. in Fig. No.43. , 
where a flat seam 5 feet thick is being wrought under 7001 
of strata of diifeeent kinds. The diagram illustrates 
what Dr. Brigs suggests ae Laing the actual state of 
affairs obtaining in coal meaLeres, some of the beds shearing 
and some bending. The more flexible shales bringing 
about a negative draw, und the more brittle beds a positive 
draw, and the extent at the surface of the ourface 
dietcrbance (tile position of the point A ) is in effect 
an algebraic summation of many movements, some towards the 
unworked portion of the seam and some in the other direction. 
The general line Ak in the section hades at 70; it however 
bears only a remote connection with the irregular boundary 
of the subsided ground. 
Dr. Briggs sums up as follows:- Subsidence is 
due to a combination cf sheaxine, bendiee and sotie lines 
of/ 
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ef 'flnee ;P of ç,X'.:' eEvc r°t:l Gtrata involved. T ene ion 
tr c eee iii Z' e a minor in ue.nce. The :ede Cime as 
individuale and not ae a co!_r'pect veeole. The be.taaviour 
differs so muc h and so r riyr f et rt (method of mining and 
of packing, thickness of seam, ;winner of collapse of the 
immediate roof, etc.) have an influence that no attempt 
to group together an extensive series under a single rule 
can be anything but unsatisf.ctory. 
Shearing causes positive draw, bending ce ueee 
negative draw. Subsidence due to ehearin * has e larger 
horizontal extent and a smaller ve tical displacement 
than subsidence due to bending. 
A bed may bend under one set of coridi ti one Dr at 
one stage of eutsidence and wear under ot'eer conditions. 
The greeter the superin uelbbe >it load the :dore 
.f1e able is e bed. 1, bed which shears at Moderate depth 
would 4e 1r:ere inclined to ,ßf,['1.° et, greater de ^¡,J'[,á"1. Hence . 
dray i s net d.irect3, eropee t or!el to e_,th, Lut relatively 
less for ere_: ter de ethe. 
The tio.e factor is important. Bending and 
flowe e are slog: processes. 
Lines of leß ele run aorotis tige surface may 
supply information of immediate use to the mining com2eny 
concc=_ned, tut unless zxpplemented by a great deal of other 
information are of little or no service in investigating the 
general problem of subsidence and are more likely to confuse 
then elucidate the iseee. Organised observations on the 
strength and physical characteristics of trie various str eta 
5nd on their behaviour as seen in shafts and drifts pas,ing 
through eubÛided ground and in seams subsequently extracted 
over the workings causing subsidence are more likely to 
furnish reliable data. Owing to the presence of beds 
which bend the draw ir feirly flat coal measure strata is 
less than that indicated by normal faults in thet district . 
The/ 
13-1. 
The has such (oij.t,i1:16 flozi trRnscurrLnt 
faul0 or w.cen(;h pin) should le ,.ie1pj:u1 in deciding the 
size o sup.)urting pillars, inasmuch as tir h&de ive 
results on the Elle side, unless runnine, Ground is involved. 
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.i ri 7 
Mining Engineers and property owners have been 
somewhat reluctant in the past to allons, the complete 
extraction of coal by the longwall method of mining under 
valuable surface property and structures. Indeed, ,zany 
of thee . have stipulated in their leases that the coal 
within a certain area under such property had to be left 
intact. The size and position of this reserved area 
(as it is cox,.only called) with relation to the structure 
to be protected varies with the depth, inclination, strength 
and thi c l.riese of the semi, nature of the sub and superjacent 
strata, and the poi .itior. of faults, if any. 
A common practice, however, is to leave a circular 
area, the diameter of which is equal to the depth of the 
seam from the surface, under the property to be protected, 
"f a. nur 1 er of structures have to be protected, and they 
are in close proximity to each other; a series of such 
circuler areas are described on the plan (with as centre 
the centres of the respective pro,erties to be protected), 
and the bound.ing, lines of the circles ere joined by straight 
linee. When one considers the amount of coal in 
reserved areas (parti cul rly if the seam lies at a 
depth and a fair number of seams are involved) one 
these 
g rei.. t 
is 
struck by the fact that the value of the coal left in is 
out of all proportion to the value (in the rent majority 
of cases) of the property protected. from the practicol 
mining side, these reserved areas are a source of trouble 
and expense, arid., in general, the system of protecting 
surf =ece structures by means of pillars (other than shaft 
piìlare) entails the following drawbacks: 
(1) A pillxof insufficient size is apt to 
cause considerably more damage to a 
structure gran the co ip i_F_ te extraction of 
the mineral. 
(2) LeaZ. inL; i ilii..l':'. of a.dcÿtûte dimensions on 
any but snetillow seams resulta in the loss 
of large amounts of mineral. 
(3), 
1e 4. 
(3) In deep mines the pressure brought to bear 
on a pillar way exceee 1,Set eti en6 ti of 
the coal. Under such conditions no pillar, 
evert of solid coal, can remain intact 
indefinitely. 
(4) Pillars interfere with the. regular development 
of the iiiine, and therefore increase 'working 
costs'. 
(;) To leave coal behind in tee waste is highly 
undesirable in any seam liable to 
spontaneous ignition. 
(6) By cEersiree irregularities in the settlement 
of the surface pillars disorganise the 
draineee cf land, and increase the chance 
of damage to sewers, pipes, and cables 
paEFing over them, 
(f )1 A pillar left in a shallow seam causes 
uneven subsidence when a seam below is 
totally extracted. In these circumstances 
its presence is apt to augment instead of 
to diminieh injury to the structure it 
was intended to protect. 
For trie reasons enumerated al ove, it would 
obviously be to the advantage of all concerned if the 
practice of leaving pillars under any but the most 
important surface structures was discontinued. Before 
this takes place, hot ever, the difficult task of breaking 
down the centuries -old barrier of tradition must be 
accomplished. Perhaps this can be clone in no better way 
than by making available all the inform ti on relating to 
the various operations involved, and the damage done, if 
any, in cases where coal has been successfully extracted 
under valuable surf &ce structures. 'With this object in 
view, we set out to describe tee precautionary measures 
and underground method of mining practised at Newcraighall 
Colliery, v.here coal was successfully removed under a 
valable farm steading. Our observations are limited 
to the underground operations, for, although surface 
'evel:linss were made prior and subsequent to the re :lA oval 
of the coal, the records are not available from publication. 
At tht outset we wish to record our inuebtedne s to 
G i.lbert/ 1 ç ].J "r 1 after Briggs, Mininubsidences pages 69 - 70. 
/c4; 
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Gi1br_rt ''fre.tr._sen, rc.7_ "..t:. 'e.=nft.,,u3'y The _'i,'4,'rie and 
1 
Beni;`.'r Con' Co c Ltd., ...;o kindly g3.''c?-I'.ttd t;:@ writer 
permission to :nc3Lì,?S3 in tits work tiìt information a:"i. data 
he collected 713 le 9uTJG2'vZO:.ne tic oeert',tions involvcd in 
the extraction o,`. the coal under Coi:rnie Steading. 
INTRODUCTORY.- 
Cairnie Ste&cin`, under weich the coal was 
removed, is situated about 1 mile: from the r ;ineing shaft 
No. 3, Newcraighall Colliery. It is an ordinary farm 
eteading and dwelling house, which is a massive stone 
building two storeys high, guilt a considerable number of 
.years ago. The seam removed waa the S lterelseam, a 
valuable deposit overlain by a thick bed of saddstone 
generally, but in some areas a thin blaes band makes its 
appearance between the coal and this sandstone. The 
,~fvement of the seam is a fireclay bed of varie rile thickness; 
the f irecla.y is scft and very liable to heave, indeed it 
heaves so readily that roadways in the waste area soon 
fill up with it. The coal is not difficult to 'get'; 
nevertheless it i2 invariably undercut by machines, and 
within the last few years is removed from the face by 
means of conveyors. The winding shaft is 610 ft. deep, 
and is located near the outcrop of the seams, where the 
inclination of the beds is very high, 60 - 65 degrees. 
This inclination rapidly decreases, however, as the seams 
extend outwards, and in the areas now being worked varies 
from 4 10°. The depth of the Salters seam at the farm 
steading is approximately 970 feet. 
t7! tr^t tTTt T T il I{TT ..a..+ "1YC UT Or ViORíkIi3G... » 
The coal on the line, 123, see diagram n0.á-. 11 , 
LI 
had been extracted a considerable number of years before 
permiseion to extrect the co al in the reserved area was 
granted. The 01(3 heeding; (B) the ride r. o ;cis thereof 
leading/ 
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leading to the face were °gene cat in to cad e to Le ui repair. 
As a preliminary, t:seie eee, tueee roads Led to oe ripped 
and uiictde se;'v icee tle. After :i:e neceesury repairs had 
been performed tee face wags opened out and stra igh rened.. 
The road. C wee then set out to extract the coal in the dip 
half of the area, and to work the coal in the dip section 
of the area forward into line with the old face to the rise. 
When the faces were in line, two 1ongwe1i undercutting 
machines weee introduced and the ict .ijor ueeretion of extract: 
ing the coal commenced. As mining procdeded, the length 
of face gradually increased until the face extended about 
30 ft. beyond the rise and dip edges of the circular 
reeeLved areas, where the direction of the roads B and C 
was altered to a. direction parallel to the roadway ,. 
Thus trie face, as it advanced, extracted the coal within 
and slightly beyond the reserved area. 
METHOD OF PACKING.- 
Pecking is generally considered to be an 
important operett-on from the pó iìt of view of limitation 
of surface damage. In this example, no special. precautions 
were practised. Indeed, the ordinary methods practised 
throughout the colliery were employed, Nevertheless, it 
cruet be admitted that the seam was not unduly thick nor 
the distance between the branch roads unduly long and 
that, as a consequence, the pecks were fairly broad and the 
cundies short. As was the usual pract3 c<.: throughout 
the colliery, the side roads were 8 feet Bide, and the 
ripping thickness 41, and mein roads 10 feet wide and 
the ripping thicknees 5' . The ripped material was 
distributed evenly, and built along the road sides to 
fora the road side packs, which were the only packs used 
to control and support the roof. The side or branch roads 
were cet out at regular intervals of 381, and were cot off 
by/ 
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1w 4S.c' üA4.i.ii iC%:.:.C:.w. Vl ...!.::;-....._.. ..eí :;2'Y<<l., of 
20(e it, when L:o::e l, .: le, it e:.iould 'ne V ec ï.'ve:+ tne t or;ly 
four nain ì`oc'C7.e were *-et Cgt:àe lib U>±e l'cet%Y"v'f',Ct eï"ee. 
When it máe ïounci necee;:a,ry to inc:: e..,e ï,i:e ìzeiFeet ue wi.dt}, 
of any roacz:Ja.y-, the ripped material wee tranepc}rted to the 
coal face and stowed in the waste. The thin f i reclay 
banc: occurring towards tiíe centre seam, which collapsed 
with the coal, was collected end e novelled carelessly into 
the cund i es. 
METHOD OF TT.BERII {G. - 
The roof was supported by wood props which were 
set in litre and at regular intervals. The props were not 
systematically extracted., and only a few were recovered. 
::';11T0I1 ú:i L::ennI:= __.... - 
The coal wae undercut by means of two Anderson & 
boyes chain machines (A0,500 volt, j cycle) to a depth of 
from 41 to 44 6" . They aaurkeci 'to and fro' , and were 
exceedingly aati.efactuxy; breakdowns were unknown, and 
the cost of upkeep and reea.ix vere Indeed, they- 
never 'ruisseci a cut' during the entire period of extraction. 
STRIPPI'NG.- 
The coal viae rer'oved on two shifts; it was 
filled into tube and hand drawn to the nearest auxiliary 
haulage, from which it was tren ,:ported by endlees rope 
haulages to the pit bottom. In the actual operation of 
stripping the coal nearest the machine was removed first, 
and strieping proceeded in the direction of the next cut of 
t,e machine - a very satisfactory method There the :ace is 
long. 
RATE 01' ADVALïLE G1 THE LINE 3F FACE.- 
To cut and strip r face of this length every 
day :.e a very di.iiicc.:t.t uiG:.t,'iet indeed, Loeeover, men 
absenting/ 
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e.bcertire teemselvee froel work, where the entire face is 
undercut by mec :ineeT dislocates oneratá.ons, and tends to 
:^r-zi_e cuttwn i_rr.ee3_ar. Tor those reasons it was decided 
to Ft tbe clearing of a df inite length of face, ra thcr 
ti:a.n a definite rate of advance, that is, number of cuts 
f orwa r ti every week. Although this r:iet b_od is apt tu cause 
irregular subsidence of the roof at the face, it is perhaps 
t'e.F, best to adopt wheri the ler;gth of face is great. 
^pp,,i a Fs .. ,,. t rrr. .. TF?Tr;7T: l4 Sé9:1'. nt' ,ÿ'7¿' f:j'iv 
.i. +-ti.+=+ .t 1. Q,r: ts.t tJ`.ul; ::: i.17.':, u .C<,C v _::t.i e a. ... il ,s v .._. :, r....+.....-.+.T . 
rUF'.F E+^ E Dl 7!;A GT. . -- 
From :'7'iá fore,°ollae ea ges it is oCv:.o31S that, so 
far as the methods of rn2nir;{e (cutting, stripping and packing) 
are concerned, rio ç2eci,al Precautione were taken; in eeed, 
â2 already stated, fi%?e methods were ei73ilar to those 
practised throughout Vie colliery. It was considered 
ire-.o-rtant, however: 
( 7.) To pnqintRin a re7_i.alar and high rate of 
adv::.rice of the face; indeed, regularity 
of rate was considered to be more 
important than high rate of a.dvoeaee. 






RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
Tpe coal r;ns urWLr t'-le farm steadily 
Tithollt any 7.73cip11 e dnna e to the ferm houSe 
ancT .3ro3ert7 . 
Lenhar Coal f7,ompanv Ltd.1_ who were under 
obliF,aon to re,')alrLLyalLazg, hIr9 not speDt 
.@_Ey_ilionu on repairs to this drtz.. Thg_only 
Perceptible da17:a1:-e was that to a ceiling of a 
rocm on the second stusa-v.iaich Air2as crE,cked. 
In viev; of the cuccessful extraction "ust 
described the colliery company are no rewaing 
the coal under ell surface bu.:1,..;tie 
nothodo describea in and 
consocc_lenti7r a 2 ar.E..2 amount (yis vtiluatle coal 
is now available fo,r 9xo1oitation_La_tIte 
advanta,-e of eve.upne concerned. 
In vier :f te succeesflq_e&mction of thp_gaul 
unerO.iie E4-oPel1n.g, and oL that 
prdim:ry methoe (y.f: 1pngwall minins_lapre 
oKa.s. witheut ,It:ctionar.y_asurflg. 
2.91=L2 the muie, t m:,:.val pf th.t_atal 
149zt of tne reserved ar- 
t coal fiel of Great prittO 
3 seriousl coflsidered,,and the oractkqg 
Qf leaving; reserve:. ar.12:g di'intinug(21. 
APPEND IX NO. 2. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O !I. 
In the preceding chapters we em-hasized the 
disadvantages from the point of view of surface damage 
entailed by the practice of mining coal by the short 
longwall system. The case we are about to describe 
demonstrates practically the points we e.i_phasized, and 
is unique for two reasons: 
(1) The amognt of daíìa e done. 
(2) The fact that a legal dispute between 
the mining company and the cemetery owner 
resulted in a temporary cessation of mining 
operations - which materially increased 
the damage - and that the mining company 
eventually went into liquidation. The 
result was that the temporary stoppage 
became permanent, and, in consequence, 
the face was stopped at the worst position 
possible from the point of view of surfacd 
damage. 
Although our observations are confined to the 
surface damage, we intended at the outset to measure the 
extent of draw in two directions, i.e., at right angles 
and parallel to the direction of advance of the face, 
and levellings were made for this purpose. Unfortunately, 
however, all movement had ceased before our observations 
ere started, for, despite the fact that careful levellings 
and measurements were made during five consecutive months, 
no movement of any description was detected. This was 
unfortunate, but the mining co:. pa.ny's surveyor was able to 
supply some information as to the extent of the advancing 
draw. He stated that damage to the house was first 
detected when the coal face underground was 501- 60' from 
the point of observation. The method of measurement 
signified, that of determining draw by the presence of 
damage, is very unsatisfactory, and almost invariably gives 
a small value; precise levelling would certainly have 
indicated a longer draw. Although the method of deter:;.inat ion 
is unsatisfactory, t _e value of draw furnished by the 
surveyor is valuable, and allows of a comparison between 
draw/ 
draw and rate of advance of the face as observed at Craigrigg 
and Barbauchlaw aine. Since the seams worked, and the 
method practised (except inasmuch as the c: a1 was undercut 
by longw ell undercutting machines at Craigrigg Colliery, 
and Late of advance of the face was consequently much 
higher) was the same in loth cases, and advancing draw was, 
if anything, greater over the workings at Craigrigg Colliery, 
we are forced to conclude against the general concerisus 
of opinion - which is tha..t advancing draw decreases as the 
rate of advance increases - that the rate of advance of the 
face does not apparently influence the extent of the 
advancing draw. Indeed, if the rate of advance has an 
influence, our information seems to point to an increv.tie 
in rate of a.dvence augmenting the extent of draw. At 
the outset we wish to record our indebtedness to Mr. Izatt, 
the caretaker of Gowan Bank Cemetery, who kindly granted 
us permission to install draw pegs in the paths therein, 
and to the Mount Vernon Goal Company Ltd., who kindly 
supplied diagram Np.4-S. . 
S T JLTIOT'T OF MINE AliD GLIILL L ' LTHOD MINING.- 
Craigrigg Colliery, the property of the Mount 
Vernon Coal Company Ltd., is located atout 3 miles N.N.W. 
of Larbauchiaw Mine. The coal removed under a section of 
Gowan Bank Cemetery was the Colinburn, which, in this area, 
varies in thickness from 22 - 24" and lies at a depth of 
132 feet from the euriace. A section of the superjacent 
strata is sim_ lar to tie section included in the fore part 
of this work. 
METHOD OF MINING.- 
The short longwall machine method of mining is 
practised at this colliery. Tee coal is undercut by 
machines, and is filled into tubs and hand drawn to the 
nearest auxiliary haulage. The branch roads are set out 
at/ 
l -, 4. 
at intervals of approximately 40 feet and are brushed bfeet 
wide and 6 feet high. The ripped material or brushing is 
built along the road sides to r orn the road aide packs, and 
is generally distributed evenly on each side of the roadway. 
There road side packs are tee only packs used in the uup eort 
of the roof. 
METHOD OF SUPPORT.- 
The roof is supported by the road side packs, and 
wood props (3e to 4" in diameter) which are set in lines 
and at regular intervals. Occasionally wood pillars are 
used to sup:ort the roof between the packs and face - if 
the ripping lags behind - they are vithdrawn,however, before 
brushing commences. 
D: AG.E DONE TO THE BOUNDING WALLS OF THE GENETL Y.- 
Diagram 11o.45. it .ustr? tes that the coal face 
underground on 30th April, 1930 - when the face wae finally 
stopped - had advanced slightly beyond the front wall, 
gate and house of the cemetery, and that the face line at 
J and B was vertically underneath the 3rd and 1st gape in 
these walle. There were in all 15 tension crac_1s in the 
wall A B, 10 of .eich occured bet,.een A and the main 
gateway and 5 between X and the corner B. The cracks 
varied in width and hade or slope; some haded foreard 
away from the excavated area and others backwards towards 
it. The width in inches, and the direction of hade of 
the respective cracks, are recorded below. 
No.14, No. 2A No.3A No.4A No.5 No.6A No.7A No.81 No.9A No.l9 
1/4 V8 1/8 1/2 1/2 5/8 5/b 3/8 ßl8 1/8 
Note: B denotes backward hade, i.e., towards tee centre of 
the mined area. 
F denotes forward hade, i.e., away from the centre 
of the mined area. 
the section of the wall between X and B, there 
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Along t_.e walls BE and AF, 5 cracks occurred - 
3 in the : ell BF and 2 in the wall AI -- all of which haded 
or sloped backwards towards the excavated area.. Their 
respective widths were as under: 
BE AF 











A point of interest arises in connection with 
the wall BE. The edge of the gape No. 2 nearest the 
mine workings indicated lateral displacement to the extent 
of 1" of the wall towards the centre of the coal face linee 
Between the gapes 10A and 5B there was evidence of 
considerable compression, which seemed to increase 
progressively towards the gate í where it was a maximum. 
The wall between 10A and the gate X did not exhibit any 
marked signs of compression, but tzie gateway X was reduced 
in width, and, as a consequence, the gate jammed between 
the gate pillars and had to be adjusted to suit the 
altered width of the gateway. In the section of the 
wall between the gate X and 5. , there was pronounced 
The of the severity of corìÑression. , 1 °la,ll, 
which is built of massive freestone blocks, was severely 
buckled at two places with the result that the freestone 
blocks below the coping stone bulged out on both side of 
the wall to the extent of 4 ". Another 
point, and illustrating an observation 
made in the preceding chi: inters, was tda_t 
tige wall, although perpendicular between A and 10 and 
A 
5B and B in the remaining section leaned in are unmistakeable 
fashion t ov ards tie centre of the excavated area. 
DECI.GE/ 
146. 
DAEAGE TO CARETAKER'S HOUEE.- 
This houe was cracked in t io places, and in a 
direction parallel to its length and to the line of face 
underground. It was also tilted t o, rds the excavated 
area. 
DAMAGE TO HEAD STONES.- 
A few headstones distributed over the area 
between tt_e first pathway and the wall, AB, were tilted 
towards the centre of the excavated area; indeed, some 
were periodically adjusted in order to prevent tn.eir 
virtual collapse. 
147. 
APPENDIX No. 2. 
CONCLUSI ONE. 
C ONC LUS I Oiä S. 
From the point of view of surface damage, the 
observations at Gowan Bank Cemetery clearly 
demonstrate: 
(1) The serious effects of a protracted sto )a ,e of 
r_tinin,- operations. 
(2) The misc .ievious cense uences of extract inc' coal 
ly the short lo.aayi ethod of minina. 
(3) The nature of tn.e d TALee caused b' tensile 
stresses w,:ich is :ái_ß. icult to relrtir, and is 
much more severe than that caused bs cor;loressive 
stresses. 
(4) The adtiìsebbilit of adve.icin the face a 
considerable distance be and the structure to 
be _protected, Lnv of extractin the coal under 
a large area on either side of it. 
(5) That a wall over a mined area is an excellent 
indicator of the stresses to which the surface 
over such an area is sub-; ected. 
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